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Union Leaders Point Out Inconsistency

Postal Agreement Collapses
By JEFFREY MILLS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A tentative
agreement to avek a nationwide mail
strike collapsed today after union
leaders said the final Postal Service

wage offer contained "a serious in- leaders of
the two largest postal
consistency" with what they had ac- unions said there were
no immediate
cepted two hours earlier. Postal plans for a strike
by their half-million
workers remained on the job, members
.
however.
The unions had threatened to pull
As the negotiations resumed,
their workers off the job at midnight

Local, State Officials Approve
Nominee To Supreme Court

DEEP CONCENTRATION — The Casavant Cavalcade of Performance Workshop at Murray State University attracted Monica
West, flag corps member from Calloway County High School, and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred West. The workshops are conducted
throughout the nation to provide training to junior high and high
school field conductors, rifle squads and flag corps. Programs in
baton twirling and exhibition meretting are also offered.

By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
Local judges, prosecutors and attorneys, as well as the 1st District
representative and both of Kentucky's
senators, appear to agree with the
overwhelming approval the American
public has given President Reagan's
appointment of a woman to the US.
Supreme Court.
An Associated Press-NBC News poll
conducted last week showed 65 percent of the 1,599 persons interviewed
nationwide by telephone approved of
the nomination of Sandra D. O'Conner. Six percent were opposed, and 29
percent were not sure.
The Senate, which mint pass on the
nomination, is not expected to hold
hearings on it until September.
"I know that my colleagues from
Arizona, Sen. Dennis Deconcini and
Sen. Barry Goldwater, think very
highly of Mrs. O'Conner and recommended her to the president without
qualification," Sen. Wendell Ford, DKy.,said in a statement issued by his
press secretary, Mike Ruehling.
"The president is to be commended
for moving so quickly to fill this
vacancy," Ford said. Although Ford
termed the appointment an "historic"
one, he said the fact the appointee was

a woman was "incidental."
A statement from the press
secretary of Sen. Walter "Dee" Buddleston, D-Ky., said he has adopted a
"wait and see" attitude until Mrs.
O'Conner's confirmation hearings.
Huddleston said he was"very happy a
woman has been nominated" and
noted the nomination was a "positive
move."
"It is tragic this country had to wait
until 1981 to see the nomination of a
woman to thi- Sepreme Court," 1st
District Rep.f.arroll Hubbard said in
a statement issued by his press
secretary, Lowell Atchley. "I favor a
woman on the Supreme Court and I
favor Mrs. O'Conner's nomination."
Circuit Judge James M. Lassiter
said, "After reading the comprehensive article in last week's Time
magazine and other news reports on
Mrs. O'Conner, I think the appointment is a most outstanding one."
Lassiter, who is circuit judge of the
42nd Judicial District which includes
Calloway and Marshall counties, said
he thought it was "great" that
Reagan's appointment went to a
woman. "Some of the more competent young lawyers I have seen
recently have been women," Lassiter
continued.

"Her philosophy appears to be very
sound and her vaned experience and
background should give her a
broadened perspective of the law,"
District Judge Sid Easley said of the
Arizona appeals court judge.
"I think considering Mrs. O'Conner's good background and legal ability, it was wise of Mr. Reagan to appoint a woman," Easley continued.
Calloway County Judge/Executive
Robert 0. Miller said,"I wouldn't see why a woman wouldn't be as well
qualified as anyone else to be a
Supreme Court judge. I think such an
appointment is a little past time."
Assistant commonwealth's attorney
Bill Pinkston expressed somewhat
different sentiments concerning;Mrs.
O'Conner's appointment.
"I don't think a person should be appointed simply because of his or her
sex," Pinkston said. "However I do
think this proves the time has passed
when a woman attorney is excluded
from high judicial consideration
simply because she is a woman."
"I understand Mrs. O'Conner is
from a rural background," said county attorney Max Parker. "I think that
background will enable her to serve
See LOCAL,
Page 12, Col.5

Storms Kill Three; Minor Local Damage Is Reported
By The Associated Press
Thunderstorms packing 70 mile per
hour winds roared through Kentucky
Monday night, leaving three dead and
a trail of property damage in their
wake.
Locally, "very minor damage"
resulting from the storm was reported
by Murray Electric System
superintendent Ron Underwood.
Underwood said a transformer fuse
blew during the storm which caused a
temporary loss of power to about four
or five customers.
Lightning also struck a pole by the
People's Bank with minimal damage
reported, Underwood said.
"We really came through it

•

alright," he added.
The Calloway County Sheriff's OfWest Kentucky Rural Electric fice reported some branches down but
Cooperative Corp., repairmen were added there were not storm-related
out most of night fixing downed lines accidents.
and restoring lost power, a company
The Murray Police Department
spokesman said.
reported no injuries or accidents.
The spokesman declined to comGlenn Oliver, 34, of Princeton died
ment on areas hardest hit during the at a Princeton ball park when a utility
storm or on the extent of damages.
pole fell, striking him in the head,
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue police said. Witnesses said the pole
Squad responded to a search and was downed by very high winds that
rescue call at Pine Bluff Shores on a came up suddenly as the victim was
fisherman caught in the storm.
watching a softball game. Oliver was
However, according to a squad of- an employee of South Central Bell.
ficial, the fisherman made it back to
Scattered property damage was
shore when squad members arrived.
reported in Princeton as a result of
The Murray Fire Department the thunderstorm that caused the
received no calls.
fatal accident.
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Fair and pleasant tonight.
Lows in the mid 60s. Partly sunny
and continued pleasant Wednesday. Highs in the mid and upper
80s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Thursday through Saturday: A
chance for rain east sections Friday and Saturday otherwise little
precipitation
expected.
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Area People May Be
Eligible SSI Payments
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There are probably many people
living in the Paducah and Mayfield
area who may be eligible for Supplimental Security Income (SSI)
payments and do not realize it, Bettye
W. Williams, Social Security district
manager in Paducah,recently said.
People can be eligible for SSI even
though they receive a small Social
Security check or some other small
pension or annuity,Williams said.
581 payments can be made to people over 65, blind, or disabled who do
not have much income and do not own
mach personal or other Property,
Williamseei4 „.4
In July, the maximum federal SSI
payment is $264.70 for an individual
and $397 for an eligible couple. The
amount actually payable may be less
if the person has other incomes,

said. Five people aboard the
houseboat were rescued. Officers said
other boats also capsized in the storm
but there were no other casualties or
rescues reported.

The National Weather Service
issued a tornado watch-for 37 counties
in west, central and southern portions
of the state Monday night and a
number of severe thunderstorm watches and warnings were issued
,throughout the evening,some remaining in effect with early this morning.
The winds downed "a lot of trees"
A rental house boat sank after high over western Kentucky, according to
waves in the same area of the lake state police at Mayfield and Hendersmashed the cabin glass, state police son.

Three More Enter
Guilty Pleas In
Local Circuit Court
Guilty pleas were entered by three
more persons in Calloway Circuit
Court this morning.
Allen Dedmon pleaded guilty to two
counts of third degree burglary and
two counts of theft of over $100. Assistant commonwealth's attorney Bill
Pinkston recommended one year in
the penitentiary.
The commonwealth recommended
one year in the penitentiary for Sammy Smith, who pleaded guilty to one
count of third degree burglary and
two counts off left of over $100.
Following a plea of guilty by Tommy Prather to theft of over $100, the
commonwealth recommended one
year in the penitentiary.
The three will receive final sentencing Aug. 14.

State Troopers To
Inspect Vehicles
Kentucki State Police (KSP)
troopers will be in Murray Wednesday
and Thursday for the KSP vehicle inspection program.
Inspections will be given from 8
a.m. to noon both days in the Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot.
Motorists are asked to bring their
vehicle registration stickers with
them.
The program is free to the public.

Hubbard Plans To File $1 Million Lawsuit

fair

Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

A rental canoe capsized in high
waves of Eddy Creek Bay on Kentucky Lake about 6 p.m., state police
said, resulting in the drownings of an
Evansville,Ind.,couple.
The body of Everista Becher, 44,
was recovered,state police said, but a
search continued for the body of ber
husband David. The couple's son,
David Becher Jr., 15, was rescued
from 6-8 foot waves,officers reported.
The secene of the accident was some
eight miles south of Eddyville off Kentucky 93.

Monday, when the old contract expired.
Moe Biller, president of the
American Postal Workers Union, told
his members today "to hang in
tough."
Postmaster General William F.
Bolger told reporters at mid-morning,
"We had a misunderstanding; I don't
want to go into details.
"The mail is being delivered; people are working; and isn't that good
news," he added.
Biller and Vincent Sombrotto of the
National Association of Letter Carriers said they thought they had
reached agreement about 2 a.m. EDT
on a tentative three-year contract.
They announced that to the unions'
rank and file on a taped telephone
message and even recommended
ratification, but five hours later Sornbrotto said: "We are now in a position
where we don't have a contract."
It was then that "serious questions
about It" arose, he added. "Then we
See POSTAI.,
Page 12, Col. 5

WASHINGTON (AP) — Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky., in a press
release issued by telephone, says he
plans to file a $1 million lawsuit
against The Courier-Journal and The
Louisville Times.
Lowell Atchley, the congressman's
press aide, quoted Hubbard in the
statement as saying,"the court action
is a result of malicious, untrue and
libelous news articles and editorials
published by the two newspapers in
May and June of this year."

The statement was released by
telephone Saturday evening.
Paul Janesch, executive editor of
the two newspapers, said "If he files
the suit, we will respond appropriateLeonard Pardue, managing editor
of The Louisville Times,said,"I don't
know specifically what complaints the
congressman has about our news
stories because he has refused to talk
to us."
Hubbard's statement charges that

cused Hubbard of breaking House
rules by requiring her to do his congressional office work.
Pardue said that Ms. Rosenwald
has worked for The Times since July 8
of this year.
"The congressman's comments
about Ms. Rosenwald are ridiculous,"
Pardue said.
The FBI announced recently that it
was conducting a routine investigation of tlie allegations against Hutt
bard.

Murray Scouts Conquer 60-Mile LBL Trail

Williams said. This is because after
the first $20 of unearned income a
month,the remainder reduces the SSI
payment doter for dollar.
A person can also have earnings
from work and still get some SSI
payments. The first $65 in a month
does not count and only half the
amount above $65 counts.
There is a limit on the amount of
property a person can own but not all
property counts. A home, personal effects, household goods and, in most
cases,a car do not count.
Persons who may be eligible fOr SST
should contract either the Paducah
Social Security Office, 546 Lone Oak
Road, (phone 443-7506) or the
Mayfield Social Security Office, US.
Highway 45 North (phone 247-80$6).

"Lonnie Rosenwald, a reporter for
The Louisville Times, has told Hubbard and six members of his staff that
she was working full time on a series
of news stories damaging to Hubbard
in order to retaliate for his April 1 firing of Ms. Rosenwald's friend, Claire
M. Bernstein, from her job on the
Merchant Marine and Fisheries subcommittee, which Hubbard chairs."
Ms. Rosenwald,in a story written in
May for States News Service,
reported that Mrs. Bernstein he'd ac-

COMPLETE TRAIL — Five Boy Scouts.from Troop 77 in Murray
recently completed the 60-mile North-kouth Trait in TVA's Land'Iletweep The Lakes 014,a 170,000,scre public denwinstroil—fs.area In
west Kentucky and Tennessee. They were the first Kentucky troop to
hike the trail From left, are Jeff Carruthers, Chris Drew, Brent Clark,
Don Man Moseley and assistant scoutmaster Joey Lovell. 0.5. Boone
is Scoutmaster of the troop.
(TVA Photo bf Sany L Rose)

GOLDEN POND, Ky. — With both
Participating in the 60-mile hike
temperature and humidity readings were Jeff Carruthers, 17; Chris Drew,
in the 90s, a group of Murray Boy 12; Brent Clark, 16; In Alan
Scouts recently conquered the gruel- Moseley, 16; and Joey Lovell, assising 60-mile North-South Trail in tant scout master of the troop.
TVA's Land Between The Lakes
O.B. Boone, scoutmaster, checked
(1.13L), a feat that no other Kentucky the group's progress daily and helped
troop has accomplished.
secure needed supplies for the troop.,
The scouts set up their own camps The young men are part of the
nightly and cooked all their own Murray-based Troop 77 of the Four
meals. They slept under the stars in Rivers Council of the Boy Scouts of
some of the most remote areas of LBL America.
with very little protection from the
According to Boone, the Northelements.
South Trail is recognized nationally as
Beginning on Monday, July 6, the one of the most difficult trails in the
troop hiked from the South Informa- country.
tion Point, where they registered, to "We're very proud of these young
an area outside the Buffalo Range men," Scott Seiber, LI3L information
near The liorneplace —1868.
officer, said. "The North-South Trail
After tiering The Homeplace — Is extremely difficult to hike in the
1850, the troop' went on to Janie( spring or Tall, lett for these men to
Ridge, almost at the center of LBL hikelt in mid-July is phenomenal."
The group then trekked to Sugar Bay
All the scouts agreed that they
and Birmingham Ferry before they wanted to come back next year with
reached the end of the trail at approx- the entire troop and hike the trail
imately 11 tin. Friday,July 10.
again.
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Miss Marilyn Gilbert Is Wed To
Mr. Pritchard At Lebanon Church
In a candlelight ceremony
solemnized at six p.m: on
June the sixth at the
Lebanon Church of Christ,
Cuba goad, Mayfield, Miss
Marilyn Jean Gilbert
became the bride of Billy
Gene Pritchard. Parents of the couple are
Mrs. Lillian Gilbert and the
late Hafford Gilbert of 105
North 17th Street, Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. Gene Pritchard of Mayfield Route
One.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by Bruce
Logue, minister of the
University Church of Christ,
Murray.
The wedding party
assembled before an arch
candelabrum holding fifteen
-candles entwined with
greenery and tied with white
satin bows. At either side
were fifteen
branch
candelabra. Also at the sides
were white marble columns
, holding arrangements of
- white gladioli.. The parents
pews were marked with triple hurricane candelabras
tied with white bows and entwined with greenery.
The music was provided
by the Harding Acappalla
Chorus Group.
The Bride
The bride, given in mar--Li-liege-by-her -mother,- -was
' escorted to the altar by her
uncle, Ellis Ruddle. She
wore a formal _gown of white
knitted chiffon and chantilly
lace. The molded bodice of
•
lace and U-shaped neckline
were outlined with a narrow
• satin ribbon with lace ruffling. The softly gathered
. sheer sleeves were enhanced
by narrow vertical bands of
- lacy and formed an edge
flounce over the wrists. The
flared skirt was graced with
vertical bands of lace extending downward from the
waistline to a lace edged
deep flounce at the hem and
encircling the chapel length
train. The ensemble was
completed by a pearled lace
head piece holding a fingertip veil of silk illusion.
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HISTORICAL PLAYS, by
New books at the Calloway
Jack Cassia. Scott . Plays,
County Public Library in4.,
By Abigail Van Buren
Inc.
clude the following:
A four-volume set of books
DEAR ABBY: FUNNY NAVEL wrote to say that she was THE GREAT AMERICAN intended .for those who are
embarrassed to wear her bikini to the beach because she had WAISTLINE, by Chris involved as costume
a funny-looking navel. She said, "It's not round like a Chase.Coward,McCann.
normal belly button;it's square, and I keep a dime stuck in it An informative,funny look designers, stage designers,
property masters, or those
to keep it from popping out."
at how Americans have tried
You told her to take the dime out of her navel and call a to curb their appetites with a who have an interest for
plastic surgeon. Shame on you, Abby, for suggesting that d
multibillion-dollar diet in- period drama. Well ilshe change its natural shape!
lustrated.
I hope I'm not too late because I'd like to get in touch with
THE COMPANY OF
this lady. I'm a singer/composer and writer with a special 'BRINGING LEARNING WOMEN, by Mary Gordon.
Miller.
HOME,
by
Mary
S.
interest in navels, which I consider the most erotic part of
Random.
Harper &Row.
the human anatomy.
This is the story of five
• Unique navels have always fascinated me. In fact I am A noted education consulwriting a book on the subject, and have a collection of tant, the author discusses women who have become
photographs of unusual navels froin all over the world. I ways a parent can play a close friends because of their
would like to photograph your correspondent's navel for my more active and effective common devotion to a
book. Will you please send me her name and address?
their children's dynamic priest. Ms. Gordon
BELLY-BUTTON BUFF role in
is the widely-acclaimed
education.
author of the novel FINAL
STOVES
FIREPLACE
DEAR BUFF: Alas, FUNNY NAVEL requested
PAYMENTS.
anonymity. However, you possess a rare kind of HEARTHS, AND INSERTS.
THE
MASTER
Herpes
Harrington.
book.
I
hope by Geri
name intelligence. Good luck with your
PUZZLE
CROSSWORD
you get the no-belly prize.
& Row.
Herbert
DICTIONARY,
by
book
An informative
• ••
discussing the full range of Baus. Doubleday.
This dictionary contains
for adopDEAR ABBY: IN THE MIDDLE asked if she should devices available
historic, geographic, scienhomes
heat
fireplaces
to
decline invitations from her ex-husband's family to attend ting
tific, musical, archaic, and
their family gatherings. It seems that her "ex" has more efficiently than with an obsolete words, plus
illustrates
remarried and his new wife is uncomfortable at family open hearth,
gatherings with Wife No. I present, so consequently Wife many brands and giiies classical, mythological, and
lists of games and game
No. 2 stays away — and so does her husband.
ati
terms,as well as an array of
eY •
Abby, you told the "et"' wire--that if she- wag invited, it-man
• cinolbs.
meant she was wanted, and she should go if she wished. If T1NGS FOR STAGING foreign expressions.
Wife No.2 was "uncomfortable" and stayed away,that was,
her problem.
While your answer sounds reasonable, let's face it, Abby,
that's not being fair to the new wife. I know.
My husband was married before, and I know how difficult
it is to become accepted by John's family. They loved John's
first wife. Marge was part of their family for 10 years, and
the fact that John and Marge have children makes it even
harder for me to compete.
The ex-wife should let go of those old family ties and give
Pritchard is employed as a the new wife a chance to become part of her husband's
secretary, in business ad- family. If there is real affection between Wife No. I and her
family, they can invite her on occasions other
ministration, at the Fisher ex-husband'sgatherings.
Her "ex" and his new wife belong
than family
Price office in Murray. They.there — she doesn't. And if Wife No. I is invited, knowing if
are now residing at Mayfield she accepts Wife No. 2 will stay away, she should have the
Route 1.
good sense to decline.
It\T
1
9
/ 4
IN THE MIDDLE TOO
Rehearsal Dhmer
The groom's parents, Mr. DEAR IN: You make a good point. But this sticky
and Mrs. Gene Pritchard, situation could be avoided if the family would refrain
entertained the wedding par- from inviting former members, unless they know for
sure everyone will be comfortable.
11(,‘ IH 'Ill
1 I r t-r-r
ty and out of town guests
with a dinner at the Boston
Tea Party Restaurant, in
Murray.
DEAR ABBY: Please referee:
The honor table was Situation: Man makes luncheon date with woman — a
covered with a white lace new acquaintance. Half an hour before meeting time,
cloth centered with an ar- woman telephones man and cancels lunch date in haste,
rangement of spring flowers offering no explanation. She says she will call him later in
afternoon. Man goes to lunch. As man is walking toward
in a white macrame basket. the
cashier, in walks broken lunch date with man No. 2. Man
Placed at each side of the No. 1 does not know man No. 2. Man No. I greets woman
flower arrangement were with,"Why, hello there" or something. Woman smiles and
two green depression glass says, "Hello" or something. Man No. I pays cashier and ,
candle holders, which were a leaves.
treasured family heirloom, Later that afternoon woman calls man No. I and accuses;
belonging to the groom's him of being rude and inconsiderate for not stopping to chat
grandmother, the late Mrs. a moment,at least long enough to be introduced to man No.
2. Man No. I says "Nuts!" Who's right?
L. W. Murdock. These were
JUST CURIOUS
lighted with white candles.
%%WI Garlic Bread
Salad 40' htra
DEAR CURIOUS: Man No. 1. The woman is clever.
She knows that the best defense is a good offense.
1 69' Special For Kids I
IRA G. CORN,JR.
Inside Dining Onls
free Refills On Drinks
•

,Sboe Clearance
1/2 Price

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gene Pritchard
with Bruce Logue, Minister
The bride carried a
cathedral bouquet of white
roses, and baby's breath accented with greenery and
white streamers tied in love
knots.
Mrs. Faye Pittman was
the matron of honor. She
wore a floor length dress of
green flocked lace and voil,
designed with a sweetheart
neckline, and short raglon
sleeves accented with tiny
bows.
The bridesmaids were
Mrs. Debbie Kingins, Mrs.
Karan McCuiston, Mrs.
barlene Connell, and Miss
Sharon Steel. Each attendant carried a single silk
rose to match the color of
their dress. Rainbow colors
were used of light blue, pale
yellow, pale apricot, and
light pink.
The groom chose as his
best man, Johnny Mathney:
Groomsmen were brothers
of the groom, Jackie Pritchard, David Pritchard, Joe
Ben Pritchard, and brotherin-law,Tim Connell.
Presiding at the guest
register was Mrs. Beta
Gray. Lisa Farris and
Kristin Murdock distributed
rice bags.
Mrs. Gilbert chose,for her
daughter's wedding a floor
length dress of light blue knit
accented with a skirt of
small pleats and a lace
jacket of matching light
blue, with long light blue
chiffon sleeves. White accessories and a white carnation corsage completed her
ensemble.
The bride's stepgrandmother,
Mrs.
Elizabeth Ruddle, wore a
street length dress of baby
blue knit ,and white accessories.She was preSented
a corsage of white carnations.
Mrs. Pritchard, mother of
the groom, chose a floor
length dress of light pink silk
chiffon accented with white
accessories.
The groom's grandmother, Mrs. Cora Pritchard, wore a street length
dress of light pink polyester
knit. White carnations and
accessories completed their
ensembles.
Receptios
Following the candlelight
ceremony, a reception was
held at the church. Assisting

in the reception were Mrs.
Floyd Sleddvett, Mrs. Dan
Carver, Mrs. Mike Tune and
Mrs. Jeff Dtuuunan.
The bride's table was
covered with a satin white
lace table cloth, centered
with a candelabrum holding
eight white candles accented
with spring daisies and
baby's breath. Silver accessories were used to serve
the guests.
A three tiered wedding
cake, designed by Mrs. Jack
Nicholson, was adorned with
spring flowers of rainbow
colors and fern around the
cupid columns which were
atop a lighted fountain flowing from within. Toppingthe
cake was the traditional
bride and groom statuette.
Following the reception
the couple left for a wedding
trip to the Ozark Mountains.
Mr. Pritchard is now selfemployed in carpet installation and sales. Mrs.

SHOE- VillAH-

Italian Spaghetti
Special

THE ACES
"Adam ate the apple, and
our teeth still ache." —
Hungarian Proverb.

Declarer had his own
aches after he lost today's
deceptive looking rubber
bridge game. He lost no
time in trying to get rid of a
loser only to find that a bit
of patience would have
saved the game.
West led the heart queen,
East unblocked with his
king and declarer's ace won.
Quickly, declarer played
three rounds of diamonds to
discard his losing heart and
West ruffed. Now the play
went more slowly. Declarer
ruffed a second heart and
played a trump. East won,
got out safely with a trump
and it was up to South to
play his own clubs. The club
jack was in the wrong place
and declarer lost a trump, a
ruff and two clubs for down
one.
Declarer makes his game
if he forgets about a quick
heart discard. At trick two,
he knocks out East's ace of
trumps and the defenders
get a heart trick. Declarer
ruffs the next heart, draws
another round of trumps
and safely throws a low club
on dummy's third diamond.
Now
:
oc m4he club finesse
unnecome•-•7 and

Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off yous
the defenders get only a chest. Write to Abby: 12060 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite
trump, one heart and one 5000, Hawthorne,Calif.90250. For a personal reply,'
club.
Had West not been able to please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
ruff the third diarriond and
had East held the club jack,
declarer's play would have
gained an overtrick. But, as
PADUCAH PATIENT
NORTH
7-21-A
Mary
Bartlett of Murray
•Q 10 3
has been dismissed from
V 874;
•K J 10
Lourdes Hospital,Paducah.

4h.Q 53
WEST
EAST
•5 2
•A 4
VQJ1095
•9 6
0875432
•J 9 4 2
•A 8 7
• SOUTH
•KJ9871
•A3
•A Q
•K 106

HOSPITALPATIENT
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Sondra Grimm of Murray.

Pass
All
past

me

North
IV
219

South
2•

ANSWER: Three hearts.
Worth another bid and honor and one is sufficient support fdr a rebid major salt

BEL MR CENTER
MURRAY

Send bruise questions to The Ares,
P 0 Boy 12343, Dallas. Texas 712211,
with sea.addramsd, stamped envelope
ler reply

eni.ere

Church reformer John
Calvin was born oh July 10,
1509. His doctrine,
Calvinism, asserts the
dogma of predestination
which says that God has
chosen certain souls for
salvation and others for
damnation and that these
decrees are unalterable.
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Pass

HOSPITALPATIENT
Dismissed July 9 from the
Community
Hospital,
Opening lead: Heart queen
Mayfield, was William
McLemore of Murray Route
declarer's aches told him, 4.
"Why play for a 30 point
overtrick when a vulnerable
PATIENT AT MAYFIEID
game may be at stake?"
Tony Raspberry of Hazel
Route 2 was disniLssed July 9
from the Community
BY with Can
Hospital, Mayfield.
South holds: 7-21-B
HOSPITALPATIENT
•A 4
Vivian Beach of Kirksey
'KS
017 5412
has been dismissed from
CA 57
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

I .41 I •

Sale Starts 9 A.M. Wednesday

MAYFIELD PATIENT
Mildred Hopkins Dodd of
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: Almo Route 1 was dismissed
July 8 from the Community
South. The bidding:
• Hospital, Mayfield.
South Wed
Nardi East
I.
440

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.

Final
Summer Clearance

PRICE SALE
INFANTS TO 14 GIRLS
INFANTS-TO 20 BOYS

Opfrig.
yfiV

10-5 Sat.

UBRARY NOTES

Photographer Presses
All Kinds of Buttons

pi
g

firmirt-.10-6 Mon.-Fri.

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

.1 4,

Children's Fashions
r •

APL-

.1 .1 V,

tep awearilder

8.1 .41,Shopping Center
/53-1796

-•••

BEST COPY
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•••••tAnniversary Event Planned
Reception To Be
Held, University
Branch On Aug. 1
Mr. and Mrs. S. Jack
Gardner of Murray will
celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday,
Aug. 1. A reception will be
given by their children and
grandchildren at the University Branch of the Bank of
Murray, North 12th Street,
from 4 to 7 p.m.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend. The
couple requests that guests
not bring gifts.
The couple was married on
Aug. 27, 1931, in the home of
the bride's parents on the
corner of Seventh and Main
Streets, Murray. Their attendants were Charlotte
Kirk and Will Whitnell with
the Rev. Wendell Ensor officiating.
Mr. Gardner is the son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. V. B.
Gardner. Mrs. Gardner
(Alma)lathe daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. F. B.
Outland,Sr.
They have five children —
Mrs. Carl (Jackie) Shroat,
Frankfort; Mrs. 0. C. (Sue)
McLemore, Jr., Paducah;
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My Wedding And Honeymoon Trip Is Recorded

Mr. and Mrs. S. Jack Gardner
Sam Gardner, Underwood,
Ind.; Mrs. Ronald (Linda)
Kraemer, Floyds Knobs,
Ind.; and Dr. Richard Gardner, New Albany, Ind. They
have 13 grandchildren and
one great grandchild.
Mr. Gardner taught at
Murray High School and was
teacher, principal, and
superintendent at Bardwell.
He worked with the National
Youth Administration and
War Manpower Commission

Miirray
todgez Tunas

cg

oe
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Sharon's House Of Pets
Make Your Whole Doggie Family Happy
Give Them

"The Strip"
Includes, Shampoo, Ears Cleaned, Nails
Trimmed & Flea Dip. Does Not Include Style
By Appointment Only
$10.00 Smoll Med. Size

$14.00 Large Dogs
Expires Jeig 31, 19II
See Lovoll-Groseer
Moo.-Sot. 10-6
7534619
601 S. 46 St.
/Amway,If.

t

We've bees thinking of following the picnic, I
June events in earlier col- thought I had arrived. Now
umns. I mentioned a Fourth when we drive to Panorama
of July picnic that was a first Shores on the Kentucky Lake
date for George and me. and pass the former location
Each Fourth renews of Pack Mohimdro's where I
memories of that event when boarded one week and
three teachers attending the substituted in the McCuiston
summer normal school in school, for Ina Madded who
the court house and three was ill, a picture comes into
young men attended a picnic view. I had been there two
south of Martina Chapel nights. On Wednesday night,
church. There was a pretty George drove down to see
meadow near the creek, and me.
in the shade of trees on the
It was while we were sitwest — an ideal place to ting in his car in front of the
spread a cloth and place the Mohundro home,that he askfood.
ed me to marry him. That
Celia Hart, George's picture lingers — a
sister, fixed her brother and moonlight night, near the
before joining the Girdler me up for the initial date. Tennessee River with whipCorp. in Louisville where he She dated Herbert Under- poorwills chorusing their
spent 26 years with their per- wood, and Anna Hood's calls.
After waiting five years so
sonnel department. Upon his escort was Herman Doran
retirement, he was whom she married a few that our financial holdings
might be increased, I had
employed by Murray State years later.
University in the Personnel Gravel and dusty roads, barely enough to buy a wedDepartment from which he made traveling uncomfor- ding outfit. I could never be
table. Martin's Chapel was much richer, even though I
retired in 1975.
Mr.and Mrs. Gardner now then Thought to be several was teaching then in the city
reside in Murray and are ac- miles out of town. Now, it is school nine months instead
tive in the First United almost within the city limits. of the six in the rural school.
The Wedding
Methodist Church and Then and probably now, it
Feeling sure that we could
various community affairs. was a popular outing place.
We girls provided the food make it, we set June le as
and the men took care of the our wedding day. There
1 drinks, watermelon and ice. were no announcements of
Our food
baskets our engagement or parties.
consisted
things
of
that We had enough money for a
S'rUBBLEFIELD GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. John Stub- would keep without ice — trip to visit George's brother
blefield of Almo Route 1 an- dressed eggs, fried chicken, Mason who was school
nounce the birth of a baby ham, bread, tomatoes, superintendent, Paula
girl, Cielita Altoulse, born on pickles, green beans, fried Valley, Okla. if we managed
Thursday, July 16, at the corn and other mouth- well. So at 7 a.m. Bro. David
goodies. Thompson said the
Murray-Calloway County watering
Sometimes
we
have
taken ceremony that made us Mr.
Hospital.
They have one son, John the ingredients for making and Mrs. George Hart,in the
Wayne,Jr.,51
/
2.The father is ice cream and the men turn- presence of mother, Jewel
employed at the General ed the freezer. And on a few ,and Hugh Melugin, brother
Tire and Rubber Company, occasions we have boiled Harry, and cousin Grace
Mayfield, and the mother is corn on the cob to add to the Cole in my. parents' home,
503 N. 6th Street. No music,
on leave from Fisher Price entertainment and menu.
School Is Court House
no bouquet,no extras.
Toy Plant, Murray.
In George's came which
Grandparents are Mrs. Normal school classes
Clara Stubblefield of Almo, were conducted in the court had been repainted, we
and Ms. Jeanette House and house. The court room was beaded for Memphis on that
the general meeting place. hot, dry day, and drove up to
James Todd of Mayfield.
George's circuit court clerk the Hermitage Hotel just as
Japanese bombers carried office on the third floor, ad- the sun was setting. We were
out their first attack on the joined the court room, mak- dusty, and our wedding
Australian mainland during ing it convenient for students garments wilted. It had been
World War II on Feb. 19, to leave books and lunches a long day.
and to be seen by the owner.
The Wedding Dress
1942.
Restaurants were available
For my wedding,
but it was more economical selected a dress and acto eat from home-packed cessories that were practical
food. Rudy's and the Blue and could be worn as my
Bird cafe were on the west best, later. It was a becomside of the square and Lucy ing lilac crepe, long waisted
and Leilleiftith ran the Bon "Baby Doll" style, trimmed
Ton back &the Bank of Mur- with two-inch ecru lace that
ray.
made the belt and jabot on
Miss Folly An Inspiration
the left shoulder. It looked
As a teenager, I would right nice on my 5'4"figure.
come to town from our Pen- The shoes were not"tinted to
ny home, drive down Main match" as is common now,
street and admire Miss Polly but a practical selection - a
sitting in her porch swing, black patent sandal style
the picture of a happy that would go with all my
homemaker and the wife of other clothes,too.
our family physician, Dr.
Hats were important
Ben Keys.
then. Mine was a clocheShe was my inspiration. I style in black and white
wanted to be like her — soutache braid. I remember
marry a successful business how pretty I thought it was,
man, have a pretty home and how disappointed when I
and sit on the front porch and saw a lady in Paula Valley
swing like Miss Polly. That wearing one just like it.
summer school In the court
Our room at the
house introduced me to a Hermitage,like all rooms at
young man, a former that time, was cooled by an
teacher, a veteran of World electric fan, an ascelating
War I, handsome, blonde, one by request only. I knew
jolly and serving his first that George would take care
year of a six-year term as a of me when the next morning
county officer. His $3,000 be packed the luggage while
salary with an additional I dressed. I had been used to
$600 for serving as the law waiting on myself. This
librarian assured me of his special attention he gave ins
financial security. He owned then, lasted through the 42
a Ford coupe,too.
years we were married.
Proposal At McCniston
In spite of my intentions of
My worldly goods being like Miss Polly, and
consisted of what was left of keeping a good house, I
the $40 a month salary I had chose to continue teaching
earned for teaching from Ju- which required my being at
ly to Christmas for the past work at 7:30 each morning.
two years. So when George George's office opened later.
proposed to me in August While I dressed for work, he

fixed breakfast. His
thoughtfulness by taking
care of his personal things
and helping to keep the
house straight continued.
The Honeymoon Breakfast
It's sweet to remember
happeubp — Our first
breakfast had grapefruit on
the menu. We had walked
The night before, and were
attracted by something we
had not seen, in a restaurant
window display. It was a
grapefruit cut in halves and
centered with a red cherry.
The waiter showed us how to
make it better by using plenty of sugar.
You'll remember there
were gravel roads only in
1920. By driving hard and
stopping at every gas station
to cool the engine, we arrived in Nulls Valley after five
days and four nights
enroute. Traveling with windows open in the burning
wind and sun, left my near
perfect complexion damaged for life. The khaki knicker
bockers I ware, were soon
unbuckled below the knees,
and my feet hung out window.
After Memphis, we spent
the nights in Little Rock,
Fort Smith Ark. and Broken
Arrow, Oklahoma. On our
fourth day out, we stopped at
a little town, Broken Bow,
Okla. in the middle of the
afternoon. Indians were sitting on the porch and eyed us
suspiciously. The proprietor
of the three-table cafe offered us fried chicken. That
sounded good and Kentuckianish.
After wailing too long we
saw the man bring in a
freshly killed chicken and
watched him cut it into frying size pieces. A yellow
drooling 'cat sat on the
counter. When the lunch
finally arrived, the chicken

was too hot to handle. So we
lost more precious time and
ate carefully, looking for cat
hairs. At Broken Arrow we
spent our last night of the
trip, and arrived at Mason's
about dark on the fifth day.
Clothes were hot and wrinkled. We were exhausted.
Return To Murray
Returning to Murray, I
was anxious to get about my
homemaking and lazying in
the porch swing. Going back
to work was not my plan. But

things changed. After a year
of being a superior
housekeeper and having hot
lunches grow cold and soggy
while we waited for George,
I changed my mind. We both
agreed that we would be happier without the homecooked hot lunch. I went
back to high school teaching,
and George had plenty of
time to linger and talk with
the "fellers" up town. Our
meeting at home in the evening was a special part of our
lives.

For Your Pleasure We Present The
Third of Our Summer
Scheduled Artist's Appearances

You are invited to a reception in honor of
Phil Lave! , Wildlife Artist, on Thursday, July
23rd. Phil will be here from 11:30 a.m. until
5:30 p.m. We will have several of Phil's prints
on &lie, and he will have some of his original
paintings on display.

While you are here register for one of Phil's
prints to be given away framed that day
.m.•
at 53°

•

House
Gallery •

Dixieland Shopping Confer

gui.• •••

• • •.
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Phone
753-7249 or
753-1566After
-5 %M.for
Details & Rates
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KNITS-KNITS

NEW CONCEPT
Day Care
For
Senior Citizens

Phil will meet with you, answer questions, and personalize any of his prints. Lavely is an associate professor
of natural resource management at the University of Tennessee at Martin. After several years of picking up the
brush only "when there was nothing else to do," he
decided to put on canvas a lifetime of studying the face of
nature and her creatures.
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Down Concord ft un—

Community Events Listed
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Tesedmy,July n
Wediessiny,July U
Murray TOPS (take off
Ladies tiny activities at
puede sensibly) Club will Oaks Country Club will inMist M 7 p.m. at the Health chide golf with Jennifer
Center.
Crouse as hostess and bridge
with Masa Read as bootees,
Murray Amiably No. 19 both at 9:30
a.m.; luncheon
Order of the Rainbow for at 12
noon with Sue Steele
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at
and Peggy Noel as cothe lodge hall.
chairmen.

Thersity,July 28
Bible Journalize Group of
First Christian Church will
meet at the home of Jo Oita
Williams, 1612 Canterbury
Drive,at 7 p.m.

Writer Discusses History Of Old Church
By ESTF.LLE WICKLAND
July 1, Mil

Loma Kindreds, Patter. Grayson McClure's Boat
sons, and countless others, Dock at Panorama Shoes,
long gone, sang hymns they had a ash fry.
around the old pump organ
from 1883 to 1943 before that
Fish frys remind us of
little church in the vale was Herlie Chadwick who enmoved to Concord, and is joyed Shying blt1 fish frY3 for
now Bethany.
his friends, but now is no
The many graduates prove longer able. Surely it is
that not all look backwards. worth living to leave behind
The Bernice Wiaeharts of precious memories.
Murray and a daughter's
family, the Tan Franklins, The death in Michigan of
teachers at Clay, drove to Charlie Steele revived
Oldahoma to attend the memories of boarding days
graduation from Nursing at his mother's home in
College of their other Pleasant Valley teaching
daughter, Martha. Love days. The sands have been
washed from the footprints
knows no boundaries.
Going away to hospitals is of most of those Pine Bluff
quite different. Mrs. Vidie patrons now. Mrs. Bertie
Shackelford and Mrs. Wavil Roberts' family is kindly
Osborn returned wearing remembered as many others
new pace makers. Etha are.
Bailey entered a Nashville
Some one said we are a
hospital recently.
part of all we have met. I
Mrs. Durwood Edwards, a never
saw distant places, but
former cancer patient, now I
have known many dear
back at their beloved farm
faces.
settled by Bailey ancestors,
is an inspiration to those who The!Robert Bucys,retired,
would despair.
enjoyed 10 days of touring
They attend church recently in Virginia, South
regularly, have a luxuriant Carolina, and other places,
garden, and recently caught accompanied by their
so many croppie from daughters, Caroline

Smaliman, and her precious
little daughter, Elly.
The Gene Lovins' family
made his father's 80th birthday memorable with a family reunion under large shade
trees while freezers of
homemade ice cream and
cake were served one warm
June day.
Congratulations after their
60th wedding anniversary to

a worthy couple, Mr. and
Mrs. Max Hurt, who have
made pleasant mernories for
all.
We can all make the world
a better place with Psalms
19:14: "Let the words of my
mouth, and the meditations
of my heart be acceptable in
thy sight, 0 Lord, my
strength and my
Redeemer!"

I celebrated my second anHazel and Douglas Centers niversary of being at home
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2 from hip surgery in Murray,
p.m, for activities by the then in Lourdes, by attenSenior Citizens with lunch at ding church in June at Good
Murray Optimist Club will
1..adies day activities at Hazel at 11:46 a.m. and at Shepherd.
meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston Murray Country
The sew pastor, the Rev.
Club will in- Douglas at 12 noon.
Tea Pasty.
Thomas
Small, must have
clude golf with Rowena
mewed
that
I needed that
Center
Ellis
open
will
be
Cullom as hostess at 9 a.m.;
Alcoholics Anonymous will
bridge with Dorothy from 10 a.m.to 3 p.m.for ac- sermon from Genesis 19:17
mast at 8 p.m. at the west
Overbey as hostess and ten- tivities by the Murray Senior about Lot being told "Look
end of the Livestock and Ex- nis at 9:30
net behind thee" for I do look
a.m.; luncheon at Citizens with lunch at 12
position Cdenter.
back.
12 noon with Billie Cohoon as noon.
The see sign of progress
hostess chairman.
Parents Anonymous will
Student exhibitions in recently in New Concord is
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforBowling party for Rangers photography by Hunter the addition of rest rooms to
mation call 759-1087 or 435and Rangerettes of the Whitesell, Fulton, and in the Bethany Baptist Church
4385.
Chapter No. 853 of the National Association of Retired
Woodmen of the World will drawing and painting by Jef- which was formerly Sulphur
Federal Employees will meet Friday, July 24, at 9:30 a.m
be from 2 to 3 p.m. at Cor- frey Miller, Campbellsville, Spring Methodist near the
Group D of Beginning vette
will open today at the Eagle beautiful white brick house
at the Calloway County Public Library.
Lanes.
Ladies Tennis of the Murray
Gallery, Fine Arts Center, of the late Maud Nance.
Country Club will play from
Murray State University,
The ftrst old Sulphur SprA speaker from the County Health Department will be
Thursday,July 23
through
6lel p.m. at the club.
run
will
and
Aug.
6.
Church was named for
ing
present to explain services available to Senior Citizens, a
Kiddie Day for children,
the sulphur spring which
spokesman said. Also new record keeping folders from
preschool through sixth
Retirees of Local 1068
Wranglers
Riding
may still trickle in the underClub
Blue Cross will be distributed to those persons having this
grade, will be held from 11
UAW of the Tappan Complan of insurance.
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Oaks will meet at 8 p.m. at the brush of the farm now owned
pany will have a covered
and sold by John and Sally
Country Club. Each one is to club.
dish supper at 5:30 p.m. at
Livesay of New Concord
bring a sack lunch.
the First Christian (lurch.
Disabled American vicinity.
This is open to all retirees of
Older generations of
Golden Age Club will have Veterans and Auxiliary are
the UAW,regardless of what
Montgomerys,
a potluck luncheon at 11:30 scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. Nances,
local they were a menber.
the
Legion
at
Lockes,
Wilsons,
Hall,
South
Lazes, Mca.m. at the social hall of the
Cuistons, Fielders, Henrys,
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority First United Methodist Chur- Sixth and Maple Streets.
of the Woodmen of the World
will have a salad supper at
the home of Jean Richerson
Junior Golf will be held at
at 6:30 p.m. Members note 9 am. at the Murray Counchange of date.
try Club.
Mixed Tennis with Rick
Churchwicie skating party
and
Vidd Miller as hosts will
of Memorial Baptist church
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
will be held from6to8 p.m. •ibe held at 6 p.m. at the Murray Country Club.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Just. Oder tubs.aad-these is a you are
down
ithali;aday,JUlYtt
recently I was told I have a muscular wall between the Sex should be no as in bed. suggest counseling because T
problem.
have already gone through
Junior Golf with Jerry and rectocele. This is a small vagina and the rectum.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
The hernia will pop out that.
It helped for asri
protrusion
in
the vaginal Mostly through the stretch- also when you increase the
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2 Carolyn Caldwell as
ing effects of childbirth, this, intra-abdominal j)reasure as but now I am in the same
p.m. for activities by the chairmen will be held at 9 area.
boat.
Is this very rare? I am a muscular wall is stretched In straining. That is
Senior Citizens with lunch at am. at the Oaks Country little on the stout
why
DEAR READER — Xside. Is sex and weakened. In the course poor bowel habits increase
Hazel,at 11:45 am. and at Club.
rays that show your bone
permissable with this? I am of time this allows the mus- the chances of the
hernia age help in determining if
Douglas at 12 noon.
a married woman with sev- cle fibers to separate and occurring.
"Hymn for Kentucky" will eral children and I am the rectal tube to rupture
To give you a better there is still any chance of
through the weakened wall. understanding of a recto- Increased growth. Once the
Ceramic classes for the be presented by the Cab- ashamed to ask my doctor.
DEAR READER — Your
Like other similar cele, I am sending you The zone of cartilage at the ends
Senior Citizens will be held munity Theatre at 8 p.m. in
of the leg bones have calciquestion is a natural one to ruptures, it is intermittent Health Letter
number 14-12, fied, growth stops.
the
old
freight depot of aidt your doctor. It's
from 12:30 to 2 p.m. at the
=fore
y
i
are
lying
down
the
Hysterec
tomy,
Cystocele
Center at St. John's Murray-Calloway County tunate that you feel embar- abdominal contents fall and
Despite your comments, I
Rectocele. Others who am going to
advise counselEpiscopal Church. In- Park.
rassment discussing this back against the spine. When want this issue can
with him. He would be you stand or sit up they cents with a long, send 75 ing. You are not nearly as
terested persons may call
stamped,
SIDS, support group for surprised if you were not press down against your self-addressed envelope for short as many others and as
753-0•29.
pelvis. So the hernia tends to it to me,in care of this news- you know, there are many
persons affected by sudden having sex.
girls who are 5 feet 5 or
A rectocele is a rupture. occur when you are sitting
paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio shorter. Your reaction to
Overeaters Anonymous death syndrome, will meet The vaginal canal is a mus- or standing
and
not
when City Station, New York,
will meet at 12 noon in the at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
NY being short is extreme and
10019. It includes a diagram out of proportion to the
basement of the Baptist Stu- Center, North Seventh and
that may help you.
degree of your problem. I do
dent Union, Waldrop and Olive Streets. For informaA prolapsed uterus and a wish there were a way to
tion
call
753-3381.
ChestnutStreets.
cystocele are also hernias increase your growth but at
caused by a weakened vagi- your age it is unlikely. Even
nal wall. When they are mild If it were possible, most phy(OfInterest To
they
don't cause any serious sicians would not be inclined
Frescos arab
problem. But if they cause a to tamper with things in
FOR WEDNEIDAY,JULY 23,1161
lot of protrusion or symp- someone who has attained as
Picture your little an9e1 in our innovative
changes
job and toms, it is often necessary to much height as you have.
Whet kind ef day w tenier- residence.affecting
HALO Portrait. It s a new delicate
surgically
Give
everyone
repair
the
weakrow he? 'Di Bed eut whet the equal time
ened wall and other structo
state
their
approach to on old classic style.
sten say, read Ike foreeest views.
tures. No, none of these is a
given fee year hirth Sign
rare condition.
LEO
(July 23to Aug.22) 4/24:g
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
ARIES
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

Editorial

nd
ye
or

The Calloway County Board of
Education unanimously reelected
William B. Miller as superintendent of
Calloway County Schools at the
recessed board meeting held on July
19.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Bessie Rebecca Holland, 73,
and
Tolley Elvin Alexander,79.
Seaman Hal Edward Nance, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Smith, Murray,
graduated from "Class A" Radar
School at the Naval Training Center,
Great Lakes,Ill.
Second U.Stephen H. Arnold,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Arnold, has been
awarded his silver wings at Laredo
Air Force Base, Texas, upon gradua•i tion from the U. S. Air 'Force Pilot
Training.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Mark Brady, July 18, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Horn, July 17,a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Mike Rose, July
18, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Pridemore, July 19.
The Murray High School Class of
1961 held its 10th year reunion at the
Murray Woman's Club House with the,
class president, Robert Lee,
presiding.

Reagan Must
Hang Tough

Id
ns
fly
as
UI

fly

President Reagan's success in
Congress with his budget cuts
will lose much of its significance if he cannot follow
through with a victory for his
tax-cut program. But the tax
battle now opening on Capitol
Hill will be harder for the President to win than the budget battle which brought him $38 billion in reduced federal spending.
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a
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come up with alternative plan
that ignores most of what Mr.
Reagan wants to accomplish.
House Democrats would permit no more than a two-year
commitment to tax reductions,
not three. And true to the Democratic philosophy that the tax
system should be an instrument
for redistribution of wealth, i
would tilt its benefits to taxpayers in the lower income brackThere is more skepticism ets,
on grounds that treating all
toward Mr. Reagan's tax philostaxpayers the same would give Garrott's
ophy than there was toward his
Galley
the "rich" a tax break they do
By M.C. Garrott
call for putting the brakes on a
not deserve.
federal budget that everyone
This misses the point of the
20 Years Ago
knew was out of control. The
Reagan tax program, which is
Paul J. Lee, stationed with the Air
Kemp-Roth principle of masPolice Division of the United States,
not designed to stimulate consive tax cuts to stimulate the
Air Force in Ireland, has been named
sumer spending, as the Demo"supply side" of the economy
"Outstanding Air Policeman of the
as
cratic plan would do. The
has its doubters in both parties.
Month."
across-the-board tax cuts of the This week's "honesty
Deaths reported include Cherry'
There is enough resistance to
bouquet" ed and taken to the cashier's
office to recent graduate of Calloway County Johns
Reagan plan would indeed pro- goes to Ethel Jackson, one of the winton,74.
be logged and taken to the bank by the High School, received
confront the administration
an appointment
duce greater dollar savings for dow tellers at the Bank of Murray's security office
The
Calloway County Teenage Club
rs.
with heavy pressure for comto the United States Military
higher-bracket taxpayers. This north branch on 641. She lives out near
held a picnic at the shelter house at.
When
Ethel
Acad
,
in
emy
at
check
promise.
West
ing in the
Point, N.Y., and Kentucky
Lake State Park on July 19.'
is defensible not only from the Dexter.
money atthe bank,began to
one reported there July 4 weekend as a V. K. Shuma,
an IFYE exchange stu--•
The President has little room standpoint of fairness — after A couple weeks ago, Theda Farris, bundle of dollar bills out fellcount
memb
er
of the freshman class.
Theda's
who
dent from India and guest in the home,
for compromise, however, even all, they pay more dollars in Univeworks in the offices of the new bracelet.
•
rsity Center at Murray State,
of Billy Harper of McCracken County,
If he cannot, as of today, Count taxes — but alsci___becau.se they lost a cherished
How it got there no one knows, but
Those of you who were at Murray
gold chain bracelet.
was a Special guest.
promptbrpuLitin an envelopeand State in the late'30s and'early '40s will
proar-trarethelfrtneLpat-soureernte Ithad-been a'glftlrern-her
The Rev.'Jarnes-Thiiip, *Ski o
ldrêri returned it to
Naomi, who, in putting remember a handsome, dashing ifigh
give him the tax bill he wants.It savings, investment and risk and she, was quite proud of it. She
Point Baptist Church, Mayfield,
will take some adroit bargain- capital that the economy needs became very distressed when she two and two together, decided it just young man on the campus by the will be the evangelist at the revival at
discovered it missing. -.She looked might be Theda's and called her with name of Joe Shellabarger. Joe was a the Cherry Corner Bapti
ing to produce a tax measure to fuel its growth.
st Church,JuBMOC (Big Man on Campus) if ever
every
where she could imagine for it, the good news.
ly 23 to 30. The Rev. Jerrell White will...
that does not sacrifice the basic Mr. Reagan is not-asking Conthere
was
one.
"Generally, I remove the rubber
butto no avail.
direct the singing and Miss Lucy Ann.;
elements of the economic policy gress to pass out gifts to taxpay- Last
He had brown wavey hair, a- trim
Friday morning, she received bands from the bundles and count the
Forre
st will be pianist.
Mr. Reagan is trying to put in ers at either end of the income a call From Naomi
athletic figure (although he was no
Rogers, the senior bills separately," Naomi said, "but
Mr.
and Mrs. Verne Kyle
place.
spectrum, but to correct a con- cashier in the controller's office at that day I was in a hurry and just athlete), a quick smile for everyone, daughter, Kathy, and Miss
Betsy
an
effer
vescent personality and he cut Spnin
counted the ends. Apparently, the
Murray State's Sparks Hall.
ger are visiting U. and Mrs.
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the campus William Henry and daugh
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e lose a gold
ter, Lynn,of
from the original Kemp-Roth effect on the economy. In apply- bracelet?" Naomi chanc
beauties. Joe's popularity on campus
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Denver,Colo.
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formula for a 30 percent tax renized
and somewhat
did!" she replied excitedly,
Ethel is to be commended for
Ice cream is listed at 59 cents ford
her envied.
duction spread over three years. formly, the Reagan plan con- "But how did you know?"
honesty and promptness
one-half gallon in the ad fori
ning
He and I had only one thing in comThe goal is now 25 percent. As a centrates its tax relief where it "I believe I have it," Naomi the bracelet. Let's face init retur
— there mon. Our dads sold insurance at the Kavanaugh's IGA Foodliner this:4
price for Senate support of will do the economy the most answered, and it turned out she did. aren't many people in this old world time for
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It's a good feeling to know that our Company(BMA).
magnitude, the administration We cannot expect Mr. Reagan Each
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get his tax program through
banks have people Ifire Ethel handling
accepted a string of special proIt had been more than 40 years since
receipts, along with those from
Mrs. Mao Opoiyke Garrett has been .*
I had seen Joe when he walked into
visions that were not part of its a reluctant House without some other offices on the campus,areall the our money,precious little as it is.
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ted as band director at Murray t!
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give
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and take. He must not
Michael, a*
the other day. He was on his
original proposal for a clean
High School, accordng to W. Z. 'way
home
to
India
yield
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,
howe
after
ver, on the essential Business Mirror
spending Carte
and simple rollback of income
r,superintdent of the MurrarCi- ;
By JOHN CUNNIFF theilinter in Florida.
tax rates and increased depreci- rationale of his economic policy
ty Schools.
I
didn't
recog
nize
him right off, and
Deaths reported include Frank Lee,
ation allowances for business. — budget cuts accompanies by
he found it difficult to believe that the
tax cuts that are targeted to
79.
rotun
d
little fellow behind the
The compromises demanded stimulat
James B. Curd of Murray Route 1
e the productive side of
nameplate on the desk was the little
in the Senate were mild com- the
economy. For such a tax bill
fellow from Mayfield with the 28-inch received a big birthday gift and surpared to those the Democratic to
waist whom he knew back yonder prise the night of his 60th birthday on
emerge will require that the NEW
YORK (AP) — Should money better spent
May 6 at 6 p.m. "Stop the Music," a
leadership in the House would Pres
on building and years ago.
ident hang tough — and homeowners be permitted incom
national hookup radio quiz show sponlike to force on the administra- forc
e-tax modernizing production facilities
Joe
no
longe
r has the brown wavey
so
e the Democrats to do their deductions for interest paid on home that
they can turn out goods in a more hair. In fact, most of it is gone, as is sored by Old Gold cigarettes, called
tion. Rep. Dan Rostenkowski's shar
e of compromising when mortgage loans? Or should the deduc- efficient, less inflat
the trim athletic figure, but the Mr. Curd to identify a tune. He did and
ionary manner
Ways and Means Committee has the
tions be drastically reduced, even
final vote is taken.
By permitting all home mortgage sparkle is still in his eyes. He still has was awarded a Tappan gas range. In'
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Deduction Issue Never Dies

eliminated?
today's issue he is pictured receiving
interest to be deducted, they argue
, that magnetic personality and talks a the rangefrom Curti
The issue never dies. It is too pro- housing as an
s Wayne Doran of
investment is made too blue streak.
vocative to die, and investment attractive,
at least in a relative sense.
Joe has donelai in life, I'm happy the local firm of Airlene Gas Comanalysts, think-tank seers, authors, It competes
with stocks,they say. And to report. He is a highly successful pany.
editors and the like know it. And so, it does little
Miss Clara Jane Miller, daughter of
to raise productivity real estate broker — dealing primarifor various reasons, they exercise the because,
of course, a house doesn't ly in industrial, investment and com- Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Miller of Murray,
issue regularly.
was married to Russell Phelps,son of.
By TOM RAUM
produce market goods.
mercial developments.
In its July issue, the editors of "NaMrs.
Carl Phelps of Mayfield, in a
LeBoutillier called Percy "a
Associated Press Writer
Anthony Downs, Brookings InIn the summer, he lives in Warsaw,
tion's Business" magazine are stitut
wimp." He did it several times.
WASHINGTON (AP) — As a
ion senior fellow, is prominent Ind., and in the winters in his pen- ceremony at the First Methodist
Church on July 19.
Percy phoned House Minority surveying their readers on the issue among those who claim that
newcomer on Capitol Hill, freshman
too much thouse condominium atop a high-rise
James P. Miller of Tampa, Fla.,
Leader Robert H. Michel, his fellow because, as one of them suggested, capital goes into housing.
Rep. John LeBoutillier, R-N.Y., is
compl
ex
on Siesta Key at Sarasota,
Much of it,
will speak at the gospel meeting to be
developing a reputation for verbal Illinois Republican, at home early one with 34 million people paying on mor- he says, is used not to obtain
Fla.
He
and
his
famil
y
also have a
homes
morning to complain about tgages it's just a very good topic.
venom.
but to refinance them. He argues that
place at a small town north of London held at the Green Plain Church of
Indee
d
it
is.
In
Christ July 29 to Aug.5. W.T. Wynn of
the
minds
LeBout
of some,it it isn't adding to the the housi
Both Democrats and Republicans
illier's remarks.
ng stock, in England, where they enjoy going Mayfi
eld will be the song director.
"He's called me -a wimp again," is a topic that focuses one of the maj6r only banking consumers.
have been stung, among them Sen.
from time to time.
economic issues of the day, which
Michel quoted Percy as saying.
Charles Percy of Illinois, the
Homeowners, he told Fortune
Joe, Dorothy Overbey and I ,had
Michel said he sympathized with they see as the absolute necessity of magazine, often withdraw their
Republican chairman of the Senate
lunch together that day and relived a
equiForeign Relations Committee.
the senior Illinois senator, but Percy quickly Modernizing the nation's in- ty, "and use it for something
lot of those happy times at Murray
else,
dustrial capacity.
By The Associated Press
wasn't satisfied.
such RS consumption, which doesn't
State, all trying to talk at the same
But wait. How does the issue of add to national
Today
is Tuesday,July 21, the 202nd
"I don't know what a wimp is,"
time.
productivity or inday of 1981. There are 163 days left in
Michel quoted Percy as saying. "I homeowner tax deductions evolve into crease the amount of housing."
The last I saw of them they were
looked the word up in the dictionary the problem of reindustrialization?
The argument is popularized by
headed toward town ip his big, Diesel- the year.
Two different issues, you say. Maybe several stock
and couldn't find it."
powered Cadillac, headed for Doug Today's Highliglit in History:
analysts who see housWebster's New World Dictionary of not.
ing as a competitor. It doesn't, they
Wallace's dental offices. He wanted to On July 21st, 1954, France surThe anti-deduction folks argue that say, fit with
the American Language, Second Colbe
sure to see and visit with Marie,the rendered North Vietnam to the Comsupply-side economics,
lege Edition, defines wimp as slang the $35 billion in federal tax deduc- which emphasizes the direct
next name on his list of his former munists in an armistice agreement
ing of
signed at Geneva.
for "a weak,ineffectual or insipid per- tions for home mortgage interest is financial resources into the
classmates.
supply or
On this date:
son."
production of goods rather than their
In
1588, British forces under Sir
Michel said he supplied Percy with.'
consumption.
Francis Drake attacked the Spanish
the rough usage of the word.
In fact, a proposal to eliminate the
Armada in the English Channel.
LeBoutillier now says he's sorry
deductions was considered by the
In 1861, the first major military
that Percy took offense,"but I'll say it They. worshipped and served the Reagan team but quickly
dropped
engagement in the Civil War took
creature more than the Creator. — when the size of
again: He's a wimp."
the opposition
place at Bull Run in Virginia.
"A wimp is anyone who doesn't Romans 1:25.
became apparent. But a limit on the
In 1873, Jesse James staged his first
How
many people today worship amount of deductions could
know what a wimp is," LeBoutillier
surface
• By Ken Wolf
train robbery, holding up the Rock
the things God has created, rather again.
says,adding his own definition."
Why do some people like to commit Islan expre
d
ss at Adair, Iowan and
Michel said he, for one, wishes than wqrship God Himself!
Those who favor continuation of the
their thoughts to paper? Many ex- escaping
with 63,000.
LeBoutillier would speak a little more
deduction include almost everyone in
planations have been offered; these
And in 1930, the United States
softly, although the GOP leader said
housing and homefinance. Aside from
run the gamut from nobility to vanity, veter
Niiii
Ledg
rray
er
&
Time
s
ans
administration
he wasn't about to tell anyone how to
was
political power —67 percent of U.S.
with many mixed motives in between. established.
control his mouth.
housi
ng is occupied by people who
USPS300-7061
The
maver
ick Jesuit priest Daniel
Publisher
Ten years ago: Rebels in Pakistan
Walter I. Apperson own their homes
Meanwhile, LeBoutillier says his Editor
— they have an
Berrigan, who spent some time in jail bombed three
R. Gene McCutcheon
power stations, leaving
WRITE A LETTER
staff has spread newspapers around
unusually powerful argument: HousThe Murray Ledger & Times is publish
during the Vietnam War for his op- the capita
ed
Letters to the editor are welcomed
l city of Dacca without elechis office in response to House every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, ing is almost as sacred as
position to that conflict, offered the tricity.
and encouraged. All letters must be Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.'s Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiv- motherhood.
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.,
follo
wing explanation of why he
Five years ago: Vietnam agreed to
signed by the writer and the writer's description of him as "a young pup Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Postag
e Paid at
wrote:
Murray, Ky 42071,
allow all Americans stranded in the
address and phone number nit be that hasn't been housebroken yet."
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served
Wanting a live, nursing my country since the
by
included for verification. The phone
end of the war to
carriers, 23.25 per month, payable in advanc
flame
e
, I write. It is a way of sur- leave and take Vietnamese
number will not be published.
Rep. Carroll Campbell, R-S.C., saw By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Harmembers
viving. It tells you your soul is of their families
Letters should be typewritten and an opportunity to turn California's din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and
with them.
Pans. Buchanan and Puryear, Tn. $2420 per
kicking, that it is your own. Indouble-spaced whenever possible
One year ago: For the first time in
misfortune with a destructive fruit fly year By mail to other destinations, $39.50 per
deed,that it is inalienable proper- five years,
Dear Editor:
and should be on topics-of general into a plus for his state. So he sent year
draft registration became
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Pres.;
ty, not to be trespassed on by the a fact of life in the
Thank you for your support aid
interest.
United States as 19around to congressional offices 200 Association and
Southern Newspaper Publishers
mad tinkers and triflers, whether and 20-year-old
sponsorship of the Fair Queen ConEditors reserve the right to bushels of South Carolina peaches.
Association.
men signed up at local
of the pentagonal or the post offices
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
test.
condense or reject any letter and
amid scattered protests.
to
He itcluded this message: "South republi
sh local news originated by The Murray
chari
smatic variety.
limit frequent writers.
We
Today's birthdliy: Violinist Isaac
appreciate your cooperation in
Carolina peaches are not infested with Ledger & Times as well as all.c_ther AP.n••••
Berrigan's-peetic inorc.;tion
helping us make the 1961 contest
Address Correspondence to:
of the Stern is 61 years old.
TELEPHORtmwaseits
Mediterranean fruit flies and I want !kismet,office
a individualism that
..
we suspect apought for today: A man
—....25110.••• inville^.
Editor ..,The Murray L.:iger
"•••••—
j
- i. my c.7i.getes-to- know that you tiin 4brinkilli4d Arh'efidtg
• characterizes many writers
753-1916
appeared never be a true gentleman in manner
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky.. 42071.
Sincerely,
still buy fresh fruits from South Retail Display)I Advertising 4......
755-1919
in a 1978 issue of Katalagette: A JourJanice Nix, Chairman
26.
753-1916
Carolina."
News and Sports Dept
nal of the Committee of Southern until he is a true gentleman at heart.
753-1919
1981 Fair Queen Contest
— Charles Dickens, English novelist
Churchmen.
(1812-1870).
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Rustic-,Looking Beams
Can Be Used On
Suspended Ceilings
If you have a suspended ceiling or plan to put one in your
kitchen, family room, attic or
basement addition, you might
he interested to know you can
easily incorporate rustic looking beams in a couple of
hours for under $15.
No permanent alterations to
the ceiling are necessary, and
you can remove the beams in
Just a few minutes
Ceiling beams give a room a
strong, cozy character. They are
riot only interesting focal points
in themselves, but they also accent the surrounding ceiling
material
Real wooden beams have become pretty expensive, however, so they're usually among
the first "extras" to be eliminated when paring a redecorating budget down to size.
Also, the heft of real beams
puts them beyond the skill and
confidence thresholds of many
amateur handymen and handywomen.
Fortunately, the ceiling experts at Armstrong have come
up with a simple method of attachiog rustic beam ,lookalllies
to a suspended ceiling using inexpensive lightweight 2 x 4s and
ordinary self-sticking vinyl.
PaPerA suspended ceiling consists
of crisscrossing metal supports
hung by wires from the old ceiling, and ceiling panels which
rest freely in the grid slots. It's
not a hard type of ceiling to install yourself.
The do-it-yourself beams are
attached to the'main runners of
the grid system, which are
spaced four feet apart and extend from waltto wall (perpendicular to the joint direction).
- Here's how to fabricate the

AMERICANS

beams:
• First, install all the grid
elements: don't insert .the ceiling panels ye If there is already
suspended ceiling up in-the
room,temporarily lift the panels
out ot their slots
• Next, wrap the 2 x 4s with
the self-adhesive plastic paper.
Such covenng can be purchased
in many stores Ina wide range of
rustic patterns and shades.
•Then, along the length of
each 2 x4drill two rows of holes
at 18-inch intervals The space
between the two rows should be
exactly equal to the width of a
main runner.
• Now, you're ready to lift
the 2 x 4s-turned-ceiling-beams
up to the main runners. Have a
helper hold the 2 x 4 flush
against the runner while you
screw a washer into each of the
pre-drilled holes. The Washers
should overlap the flanges of the
_runners, securely holding up the
lightweight beams.
You don't have to make any
holes in the runners themselves
or permanently alter any part of
the gridwork. And, placement
of the beams doesn't prevent
you from lifting out panels for
repair, replacement or access to
the space above. To remove the
beams, you simply unscrew the
washers.
From floor level, it's difficult
to tell a do-it-yourself beam
apart from the rustic real thing.
A type of suspended ceiling
called Headliner works particularly well in tandem with these
artificial beams. The gridwork
is specially color-matched to
conceal itself in the design on
the ceiling panels. So, you get a
nice wall-to-wall sweep of pattern set off by the handsome rustic beams.

USED IN CONJUNCTION with this airmstrong camouflaged
grid suspended ceiling, beams itie this room a cos,, rustic at
naospbere.

Murray Handyman
Service
*Remodeling
•General Home Repair
•Painting, Siding & Roofing
P.O. Box 926 Murray
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By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsleatures
Mirrors have long been
thought of as looking glasses in
which to discover something
about physical appearance to
one's advantage or detriment.
But there is a move afoot to
separate the mirror from the
image, to use mirrors as architectural and decorative devices.
"In the past decade with
soaring costs, shrinking apace
and dwindling energy, designers have sought materials that
maximize the effects of lighting
and provide the appearance of
spaciousness," said Ann Cain of
PPG Industries, suppliers of
hil• St II
glass to the mirror industry, at
Ito II.•1
a recent showing of new bronze
544 . 13 •
mirror treatments in New
IWO Call
York.
12/12/1011
"And." continued Ms. Cain,
10 0'• SOS
damp
"the innovative way to use a
mirror is less as a looking
510 IM
glass and more as a material
9• • 5 3 4
to blend into the total design
Plan."
As an example of the new
uses of mirrors, Ms. Cain cited
the following:
— Mirrors used as a reflective background wall to impart
FLOOR PL AN
a floating character to furniture such as a breakfront or a
cabinet.
warmth
with
- its characteristic
COLONIALSTYLE FARMHOUSE gives a feeling of
— Mirror panels to provide
front porch and combination stone and wood board and batten exterior. The one-story
ribbons of brightness to break
house features a U-shaped kitchen with's full pantry closet, three bedrooms and two bath's
up space and to end the moin 1,486 square feet of space. An optional garage, storage area and lavatory can be added
notony of plain or patterned
at the same time or later. For more information on Plan HA1212H, write — enclosing a
walls.
— Mirrors used as a reflecstamped, self-addressed envelope — to Homes for Living. Inc. 107-40 Queens Boulevard.
tive base on which lattice and
Forrest Hills. N.Y. 11375.
other decorative moldings are
overlaid.
— Mirrors installed boldly as
multiple wall surfaces and even
ceilings in a few dramatic instances.
The increased use of mirrors
as decorative accesories is
documented by the fact that
mirror sales have almost douBy ANDY LANG
over
the
corrugated
portion,
bled in the past decade. Today,
Thus, shorter-napped rollers
AP Newsfestores
then
resume
painting,
moving.
nearly 300 million square feet
It is doubtful whether any are proper for such surfaces as from a dry area into a wet one.
of mirror a year are sold, acsingle object catapulted so smooth plaster, dry walls, metOn
a
ceiling, the first stroke
many millions of Americans al, woodwork and some kinds should be away from you. Con- cording to PPG.
Some of this consumption is
into the do-it-yourself arena as of acoustical material. Medium- sider the use of a long-handled
in the form of custom wall
napped rollers are for slightly
did the paint roller.
extension so that you'an do treatments and some goes into
People who never would at- rough surfaces, such as light
most of the painting from a soltempt to paint either the in- stucco and fairly smooth con- id position on the floor. For framed mirrors sold In accessory departments and gift shops.
crete. For rough masonry —
sides or the outsides of
According to Ralph Buchan,
brick, block, heavy piaster, places where the walls and ceilhouses with brushes to
edging
ings
roller
meet,
use
an
president of Carolina Mirror
heavy stucco, etc. — use longthey could handle ro
or,
much
better,
a
paint
brush.
Co., the number and variety of
napped covers.
much less skill and in c
Although modern paints have framed mirrors is also on the
In addition, there are many
ably less time.
a
tendency
to
eliminate
roller
When it became apparent kinds of covers for special or brush markt, don't follow increase. For example, he said,
that this new painting tool was painting purposes, as for paint- that theory 'completely. You bronze-tone mirror!: are in debeing used so much, profes- ing metal fences, as well as, can avoid trouble if you don't mand in framed as well as cussional painters hunched up various roller shapes for differ- stop for lunch until you com- tom installations. Even though
the product is not new (architheir backs and tried, in one ent requirements.
tects have been using it for
Most rollers come as parts of plete an entire wall or ceiling.
way or another, to restrict its
years in office buildings), the
use. But little by little, the pros sets. A roller set will have, in
(The use of rollers is among domestic use of bronze-tone
found the paint roller saved so addition to the roller, a metal the
many subjects discussed in mirrors is new.
much time that they, too, em- or plastic tray with a slope in it
Andy Lzuig's booklet, "Paint
Other products in demand inbraced it wholeheartedly.
and an irregular surface. That Your House Inside and Out," clude slender mirror strips that
Even the simplest of tools, irregular.surface is to prevent
however, must be used proper- one of the most common mis- available by sending 50 cents are used either singly or toly to get the best results from takes — saturating the roller plus a long, stamped self-ad- gether to form mirrored walls,
it. And even though you may with paint. Each time the roller dressed envelope to Know-How, antiqued mirrors with gold
learn how to manipulate a roll- is dipped into the tray, it P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y. veining, and small mirrors in
er to obtain the maximum from should be rolled out a bit on the 11743.)
it, you still must choose the slope so it won't be overloaded.
proper roller for the job at
When working on walls, the
hand.
first stroke should be upward.
the
right
How to select
roller Continue taking upward
depends on the kind of job that strokes, then downward, then
is to be done. The rule of across. Don't press down on the
thumb is that the smoother the roller and don't spin the roller
surface to be painted, the short- at the end of a stroke. As the
er the nap of the roller cover. cover begins to get dry, don't
Or, to put it another way, the roll more vigorously to get
rougher the surface, the longer more paint out of the tool. Rethe nap.
dip the roller into the tray, roll

Here's the Answer tgEl
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — We are considering buying new shingles for our roof,
since the old ones are nearly 30
years old and are showing
signs of wear. The five types
we are thinking about are asphalt, asbestos-cement, wood,
slate and altuniraun. Can you
tell us something about the

No matter which
way you go...
Pickens has it!

Hunter Ceiling Fans
Now In Stock
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Beyond the Looking Glass

'

relative costs and which lasts
longest?
A. — The Small Homes Cotmcil-Building Research Council
of the University of Illinois
recently gave this appraisal,
which fits your case: "Asphalt
shingles are low cost with short
or medium life; asbestos-cement and wood shingles, medium cost with medium life;
slate or aluminum shingles, expensive but with long life and
minimum maintenance costs."
To that analysis can be added
the reminder that there are different price ranges and durability factors within each type of
material. For instance, asphalt
shingles have a life expectancy
between 15 and 25 years depending on the kind you buy.
Generally, the heavier the
shingle, the longer its probable
life. An exception is asphalt
shingles with a fiber-glass base
mat, which are comparatively
lighter than those with an organic base mat of equivalent
life expectancy.
Q. — I understand there are
two types of termites in the
United States. Can you tell me
where each type exists and
what differences there are between them.
A. — The most common termites in the United States are
the subterranean type. They
cause damage from the East
Coast to the West Coast with
the exception of the very cold
northern areas. The other kind,
t h e nonsubterraneans, are
found only along the very
southern borders of the United
States. The subterranean termites reach the wooden portions of a house via tiny tunnels
across non-wooden surfaces.
One of the best ways to detect
them is to look for these tunnels going from the ground upward on foundation walls to
wooden areas.Non-subterranean termites fly directly to
the wood and work their way inside. They stay there, whereas
subterranean termites return to
the earth often to obtain water.

brass frames.
Designer Shirley Regendahl,
who designed a bronze-mirrored living room-dirang area,
said she had been "overwhelmed" when she got her assignment.
"I thought it might come out
terribly. But because we used
the bronze-tone mirrors there
was a softness, an elegance I
hadn't expected.
"I'd say though that if you
decide on a large expanse of
mirror in your room, make
sure to add softness in the form
of color and pattern."
If mirror installations become as popular as their promoters anticipate, consumers
will be sure to start doing it
themselves. But this could pose
a problem, according to Sheldon Kantor, a New York mirror
installer who specializes in custom installations.
. "If it is custom work, such as
installing a mirrored wall, expertise is very important. Do-ityourself installations are very
risky." In fact, even a glazier
who is used to installing windows may botch the job, he
said.
"A mirror that is not - lying
absolutely fiat will look funny
because of the odd reflections
you will get," he said. A mirror
installer is used to taking into
account wall irregularities before putting up the mirros, but
a window installer might not.
The best way to put up mirror is to lay down quarter-inch
wood stripe first to even the
11=MP

•

wall out and then to attach the
mirror to them, said Kantor.
"And never rely on glue to
hold a mirror up," he added.
Glue cieteriaraun with age and
if It does fall, there could be a
serious accident.
Nowadays,channeling is used
to hold mirrors upright, he
said. And a worthwhile option
when safety is important is
Shatterproof mirrors, which
add about 10 percent to costs.
The mirror can still break. But
a special bonding material applied to the beck holds the
pieces together so that the
shards do not fall into a thousand pieces.

ANNUAL AIRING
WILTON, Conn. (AP) —
An
10,000
estimated
American companies are
scheduled to hold annual
meetings this year, but the
time and expense involved in
getting to the meeting sites
will
prevent
many
shareholders from attending.
Emery Air Freight came
up with an electronic solution to include as many as
possible
interested
stockholders, as well as a
large segment of the public,
in its report on the past
year's operations.

IT'S COMING
CORN AUSTIN'S .
FINAL MARK DOWN

• am..
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Closed Wednesday Prowls.For
Sale Startle TInorsday
July 234940am.
UNBELIEVABLE LOW PRICES?
************************-*****
For all your Travel Reservations Call

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
representing

American and International Traveltime
****************************

(No, Not Your Mother-In-law)

Ifs your old carpet, and
right now through July
31st Home Center will give
$1.00 per sq. yd. to trade
your carpet for any
j1iton Carpet from
Rome Center. Plus + Plus
we'll give you an extra
10% Discount after the
trade.
You can save from $1.50 per sq. yd. to $4.35 per
sq. yd. and no coupon is necessary & please no
mother-in-laws.

Q. — I have to replace a
couple of window panes soon. I
know about putting in the pane
and the necessity for using putty, but I don't know how many
glazier's points must be put in.
A. — Generally, two glazier's
points are used on each side for
• nr•-aimiry window,
but"—ma
is nothing to prevent"you from
using as many as you want.
Don't, however, use less than
two for each side.

...S. qr.*
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Health Spa Chain Object Of Several Consumer Complaints
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LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)— to sell memberships to the tant attorney general, said
A chain called 21st Century Dupont Road spa, and it still the state is trying to solve
the problem informally with
Health Spas is the object of hasn't opened.
Barbara Bryant, an awns- Jeff Blair, the firm's
several complaints to
consumer-protection offices
by frustrated customers
from Louisville and Lexington.
They're complaining
about alleged broken proLOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)— associated with at least 12
mises and poor maintenance Distribution of drugs that drug overdose deaths in the
at the clubs, but spa ex- resemble contraband but ac- past year, according to
ecutives claim most of the tually contain over-the- Larry R. Golden of the
complaints are unfounded counter substances is a federal Drug Enforcement
Wand that existing problems growing threat to the public, Administration's Office of
are being resolved.
according to authorities.
Intelligence.
In the past two years, 499
The "look-alikes" are
"Some of those were intencomplaints about Kentucky advertised as diet pills, legal
health spas have been filed body stimulants, appetite tional overdoses, and some
with the attorney general's suppressants and sleep-aids. were used with other controlled substances and
Consumer Protection DiviBut many of them are alcohol," Golden said, "so
sion.
Marc Craft, the division's manufactured to resemble you really can't say lookchief investigator, said he's amphetamines, stimulants alikes have caused 12
and other controlled drugs deaths, but they have been
drafting a
proposed
that are being used by involved."
legislative bill that would reteenagers
and young adults,
quire spa operators to
In addition to the deaths,
report drug-enforcement ofregister with the state, post a
Golden
said there have been
ficials.
surety bond and deposit prereports of other health proAnd although the ingre- blems,including a youth who
opening membership fees in
dients of look-alikes are was left partially paralyzed
an escrow account.
If a spa closed, or never common over-the-counter by a stroke induced by a
opened, money would be drugs, they can be abused, large quantity of caffeine,
available to reimburse officials say.
the major ingredient in
Look-alikes have been many of the look-alikes.
members.
Mildred Matthis said she
noticed a newspaper advertisement for the "pre-grand
opening" of a .spillw in
Louisville, drove to the address and found a building
that was empty, except for
stories recently as a result of
By DIANA TAYLOR
several desks with
a state-imposed moratorium
Associated Press Writer
telephones and a salesman.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) on hospital expansions in
Mrs. Matthis said the
salesman explained the spa — A state oversight commit- Lexington and Louisville.
The corporation received
was under construction and tee is expected to hear
arguments Wednesday from _approval for a new Lexsaid that her
ivoulcer
two-ig_ll
umana Inc. repreien:r—ragGen hospital -froin— the
membershiph
until the spa openedin Mar- • tatives opposed to a proposal State Certificate of Need and
ch.She paid $210.
to use bond financing for a Licenstre Board shortly
"The problem is, they medical office building in before the moratorium was
imposed.
never opened," said Mrs. Somerset.
The board's approval
Matthis, who asked for her
Humana owns Lake
money back. She said the Cumberland Medical came despite the opposition
salesman informed her the Center, the only hospital in of officials of existing Lexcontracecouldn't be cancel- Pulaski County and one of at ington hospitals, who argued
least 90 owned by the the Humana facility would
ed.
She complained to the Jef- Louisville-based firm in 23 duplicate services already
ferson County Consumer states and two European available in the area.
Humana voiced similar
Protection office, which is countries.
Htanana's opposition to arguments in a nine-page
investigating.
Mrs. Matthis is one of five the medical office building brief filed with the Industrial
people who have complained hinges more on its future Revenue Bond Oversight
to the county office about the potential than on immediate Committee in opposition to
the Somerset project.
spas; others have taken plans.
Humana "has reason to
The 62,500-square-foot
their complaints to the
Louisville Better Business facility would be designed to believe" the developers of
accommodate an outpatient the office building expect to
Bureau.
And approximately 20 surgery center if the owners offer a number of auxiliary
complaints against the two determined that a need for services — such as radiology
Lexington spas have been such a facility existed in the and respiratory therapy — in
the future.
lodged with the Consumer future.
"All of these ancillary serProtection Division in
The surgery center would
Frankfort.
put the medical office vices are available at the
The major grip among the building in direct competi- hospital and none are being
spa's Louisville customers is tion with Humana's hospital. utilized at an unacceptably
that 21st Century allegedly
Humana has been the sub- high level."
Further, the brief argued,
used deceptive advertising ject of a number of news
•

regional manager in Indianapolis, and that he is
cooperating.
Blair said this week that

construction problems at the
He said the company has announced an opening
Dupont Road spa have been hasn't
engaged
in date for the Dupont Road
solved and that it will open misleading business prac- spa.
about Aug. M.
If salesmen have given
tices because it never before

'Look-Alike'Drugs Are Growing Threat To Public
Golden said autopsies in
the overdose cases have
shown levels of caffeine in
the blood "several hundreds
of times higher than what
would be found after drinking a couple of cups of coffee."
The distribution of lookalikes has increased rapidly,
he said, particularly in the
past year and a half.
From a handful of
wholesale distributors in
early 1980, there are now
more than 110 known
"firms" providing mailorder sales, as well as untold
numbers of storefront
"pharmaceuticals," across
the country,said Golden.
"'They're cropping up all
over," said Sgt. Chester
Phelps, a Louisville police
narcotics officer. "They
know, for the most part, we

can't touch them."
But drug enforcement officials are hoping that a bill
sponsored by State Rep.
Dexter S. Wright, R-South
Louisville, will change that.

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
An experimental pleabargaining project is nearing the halfway point in Jefferson County but there's no
clear cut verdict yet on how
effective it may be.
Defense attorneys seem to
be its strongest opponents.
The five participating judges
appear to be the most enthusiastic supporters of the
year-long program. Prosecutors are lukewarm
about it. Victims and police
say they find advantages
and disadvantages.
Defense attorneys, who
have taken part in 58 plea
the duplication of services conferences, reported that
would result in higher their clients did better in onhealth-care costs due partly ly 22 cases than they would
to the expense of buying the have under the old system.
In 10 additional cases,
sopiIsticated equipment
defense
attorneys refused to
to provide the eery-lee. -----Pert4etP'Itte in the conIn addition, Humana said ference.
Plea bargaining, the practhe office building would put
the hospital corporation at tice of reducing a charge or #
an unjustified competitive sentence in return for a guilty plea, is controversial. But
disadvantage.
Lake Cumberland Medical the courts would be
Center "was built solely with swamped if ever case went
private capital and :did not to trial, because there aren't
receive any subsidies in its enough judges and procommencement of opera- secutors to try them. A total
of 15,537 criminal cases went
tions," the brief said.
through
the Jefferson Circuit
And there also is the potential for conflict of interest, Court last year.
Traditionally, plea
according to Humana.
"If a physician were a part bargaining takes place durowner in the facility such a ing a telephone call or a
potential conflict could exist courthouse-corridor parley
in that any tests the physi- between defense attorneys
cian might refer to the and prosecutors.
But the agreement they
Medical Park ancillary
reach
must be signed by the
facilities could increase his
victim
and by the arresting
_
own income."
The $4 million bond pro- officer, according to composal comes to the oversight monwealth's attorney's ofcommittee with the support fice policy. Then the agreeof the city, where the Com- ment is presented to the
mon Council approved judge, who may accept or reresolutions authorizing the ject it.
The 8178,684 "Structured
bond sale on April 13.
In a statement outlining its Plea Negotiation Project" is
support, the city cited the an experiment designed to
need for additional office find out how plea bargaining
space for physicians in
Pulaski County. Two large
medical office buildings
located near the medical
center are full or
"substantially occupied,"
the statement said.
The city also believes that
additional medical facilities
in the area "should contribute significantly to
preventing future increases
in the cost of some items of
medical care...."
The committee probably
will try to avoid a dispute
about the out-patient
surgical center, choosing instead to refer the matter to
0the State Certificate of Need
and Licensure Board.
The developers of the office building, Medical Park
Associates, have not filed an
0application with the board,
which must approve the
surgery center before it can
begin operating.
The oversight committee
also will consider six other
projects Wednesday.
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In Appreciation For All
Your Support In Making Our
"GRAND OPENING" A Big
Success, We're Extending
Our Special.

FREE
Car Wash
With Fill Up
ThanksBrad & Koren Bekher
Mon.-Thars. 8-7
M.-Sat. 8-10

AMOCO CAR
WASH
7S3-1331
1102 aitstnat Murray, Ky.

SAVE!

You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
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TAKE THE
PICK OF
OUR GARDEN

ban half said there were
iery satisfied with the
-esults.
The structured conference
is scheduled 30 days after arraignment, and if a bargain
can't be struck, the case is
supposed to be scheduled for
trial 10 days later.
Projectwide, the turnaround averages 40 to 60
days, compared with the 16month average it takes for a
normal felony case to move
from arrest to trial.
Commonwealth's Attorney
David Armstrong said his office has exempted most rape
and career-criminal cases,
and all child-abuse cases,'
from structured plea
bargaining.

Sk T Warehouse Foods

collections
BEL AIR CENTER
MURRAY

is affected by taking it out of
the corridors and into the
courtrooms.
Under the program, sponsored by the National Institute of Justice, the
number of negotiators has
been increased from two to
six. The victim,the police officer, the defendant, the attorneys and the judge all
meet in an open courtroom.
The prosecutor, the
defense attorney and the
police present the evidence
they have. The victim may
offer additional information
and opinions. If a bargain is
not reached,the case goes to
trial.
Jefferson Circuit Judge
Olga Peers favors the program because it takes the
mystery out of plea bargaining.
"To me, - personally, the
biggest benefit to this program is that the courtroom
doors are open and anyone
may come in and see as
working to obtain a plea."
Bart Adams is a defense
attorney who has decided
against participating.
"I really have no use for it
whatsoever," he said. In six
cases that Adams did take to
a structured plea conference, he didn't receiver
an offer from the prosecutor
until after the conference, he
said. No real bargaining
went on in the courtroom.
According to project
statistics, police attended
only 36 percent of the conferences.
Sgt Ron Howard, who
supervises the burglary unit
of Jefferson County Police,
offers one explanation for
the low participation rate.
"My personal opinion is
that the outcome doesn't
seem to be any different than
in the past situation."
Only 24 percent of the victims showed up and fewer

SAVE -- SAVE
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Kentucky would join aix
other states, including Indiana, in taking action to
halt the look-alike trafficking. Indiana's law takes effect Sept. 1.

No Clear Cut Verdict Given
On Plea-Bargain Experiment

On Medical Building Financing

col*

The bill, prefiled for the
1981 General Assembly,
would ban the look-alikes
and make their possession or
sale a felony.
If Wright's bill passes,
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members (artier opening
dates, Blair said, -they are
taking it upon themselves to
make estimates they are not
knowledgeable to make."
The other major complaint
against 21st Century,
especially among Lexington
clients, is that the spas are
poorly maintained.
Lexington-Fayette County
health officials have been inspecting 21st Century's spas
about once a week, said Bob
Jester, an environmental
health administrator.
He said the pools at both
Lexington spas have been
closed "a number of times"
since last fall, mostly
because of dirty shower
stalls and improper
chlorination.
Because violations keep
occurring, Jester said, the
health board will bold a
hearing Tuesday that could
lead to revoking 21st Century's pool permits.
In Louisville, 21st Century's pool at one location
was closed once in May, and
since March the pool at
another has been closed four
times and the whirlpool
there twice. .
Blair said 21st Century inherited maintenance problems at the Louisville and
Lexington spas from prior
owners and that 21st Century
is working on them.
21st Century and its affiliates have more than 150
spas nationwide.
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Local Baseball

Two Tourneys Postponed
By JIM RECTOR
volved
in
both
Sports Editor
postponements.
Heavy rains brought on by
Murray Little League Ali
Monday's storm front sent Stars were rallying in the
players and fans scurrying third against Clinton and
for cover, postponing both that game will begin in the
the Little League district all top of the fourth at 6 p.m.
star tournament and the !mightJunior Babe Ruth all star Clinton struck first in the
tournament.
first inning when Easley
Murray teams were in- singled and eventually

scored. Clinton scored again
in the second on a wild pitch
before the side retired.
Murray was held scoreless
until the third inning. Pitcher Sean Kelly then led off
with a double, advanced to
third on Greg Futrell's
single and scored on Ed Hendon's fielder's choice.
Chip Adkins rapped an

OUT OF REACH — A Warren County player stretches for a pop foul, but can't
quite find the handle. The junior Babe Ruth tournament played at Murray Middle
School resumed Monday, but was rained out. Today play resumes with Murray
finishing its game against Warren County at 4 p.m. followed by two more games
at 6 and 8 p.m.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

RBI single to score Futrell
and Chris Padgett's singled
advanced Adkins to third.
Chuck Baker RBIed Adkins
on a fielder's choice before
the third out was made. Immediately following the third
out the storm emptied the
new city park field.
Murray's Junior Babe
Ruth squad was suffering a
4-0 shutout against Warren
County in the top of the
fourth when the storm hit the
Murray Middle School diamond.
The remainder of the
game will be played at 4 p.m.
today with Monday's 8 p.m.
game rescheduled for
tonight at6 p.m.
At 6 p.m. Bowling Green
and Muhlenberg County
square off in the winner's
bracket and at 8 p.m. tonight
Hopkinsville takes on the
winner of the Murray —
Warren County game.
Tonight was to be the final
night for the Junior Babe
Ruth Tourney and Saturday
was the original night for the
finals of the Little League
playoffs. Both tourneys have
been postponed and
rescheduled due to recent
rains.

Sullivan
Votes To
Call Off
Season

SCRAM!— Members of both the Murray Little League All Stars
and the Clinton All Stars made a mad dash for
covEr when a storm front passed over the new city park field
Monday afternoon. Rain caused the championship game to be postponed until today at 6 p.m. where
the two teams will pick up in the top of the fourth inning with Murray ahed,3-2.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Mouthpieces Mark First Talks
In D.C. Baseball Negotiations
By LARRY SIDDONS
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The mouthpieces have been
gagged in the baseball talks
— once they leave the
negotiating table. Whether
that means stadiums will
soon ring with the cry of
"Play ball!" remains to be
seen.
The two sides in the 40day-old strike were to
resume negotiations over the
issue of free-agent compensation at 9:30 a.m. EDT today, with a news blackout
imposed at the suggestion of
Labor Secretary Raymond
Donovan.

BOSTON (AP) —
Haywood Sullivan, co-owner
and general manager of the
Boston Red Sox, says that if
the 40-day-old baseball
strike heads into Septembe;
he favors wiping out the remainder of the 1981 major
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)— of any age, a figure reached record-breaking yearling league season.
A Northern Dancer-sired for a broodmare at was bred in Canada.
"One thing I don't want to
yearling colt has brought a Keeneland in November.
Moments after the record see happen is to have a
record $3,500,000 at Tom Cooper of the Irish purchase, another Wind- World Series, or playoffs,
Keeneland Selected Yearl- branch of the British fields Farm colt brought called a sham," Sullivan
ing Sale. In fact, the record Bloodstock Agency was the $3,300,000. The yearling,first said Monday."I'd rather not
colt and two others sired by successful bidder over foal of Kentucky.Oaks' win- have a season than see that
the former 3-year-old and another British agent, Col. ner Sweet Alliance, was pur- happen.
Canadian champion sold for Richard Worden. Cooper chased by Col. Worden in the
"If we start heading into
a total of $9,750,000 at the was acting for Robert name of Axton Upthorpe September (with the strike),
JUNIOR GOLF RESULTS
Monday night session.
Sangster, a leading British Stud, the English establish- you know how I'd vote on
Winners among the 27
The top price more than turf figure and owner of the ment of a group of Lebanese picking up the season.
doubled the previous record extensive Ladbrooke's arabs headed by Sheik
"Starting with a month to youngsters participating in
yearling figure of $1,700,000, bookmaking chain.
go would be like selling five the junior golf program last
Mohammed.
set at the same auction last The expensive purchase, About 45 minutes after the pounds of potatoes when you Thursday at the Murray
Country Club were:
year, sale officials noted. out of South Ocean, is a full sale of the pair of $3,000,000- advertise 10 on the bag."
Boys 14 years and older —
The new record also far sur- brother to Storm Bird, plus yearlings, another NorDespite the strike,
passed the previous high of champion 2-year-old last thern Dancer colt brought Sullivan said the lack of a Robert Billington,40.
Boys 12 and 13 years old —
$2,000,000 for a thoroughbred season in England and $2,950,000. Consigned by players' union would create
Jason
Billinton, 54, and girls
chaos
Ireland and undefeated in Franklin Groves' North
in major league
— Lisa Whitaker,67.
five starts. The yearling is Ridge Farm of Lexington, baseball.
Boys 10 and 11 years old —
Sullivan, breaking a selfalso a full brother to Nor- Ky., the half brother to the
thernette, a champion filly in Marlboro Cup winner Proud imposed silence on the strike Jon Muehlernan, 60, and
Canada.
Birdie, was also purchased after an amateur all-star girls — Meredith Howe,66.
Boys eight and nine years
game at Fenway Park,
Seller of the yearling was by an English agent.
old
— (six holes) Bill FanE. P. Taylor's Windfields
strongly
denied
that
club
The buyer was Sir Philip
Farm, with branches in Payne-Gallway of the owners want to break the drich, 41, and girls — (three
holes) Hope Hargrove,33.
Canada and Maryland. The English branch of British Players' Association.
"I honestly can say that I , Boys seven years old and
Bloodstock Agency. He was
acting for Greek shipping have not heard one of the 26 under — (three holes) Aaron
owners say they have to get Whitaker, 33, and girls —
magnate Stavros Niarkos.
The evening sale session rid of or break the union," he Connie Steely,34.
grossed $33,782,000 for 94 told an impromptu news conyearlings, an average price ference. In my opinion,
MCC GOLF NEWS
of $359,382. At the same ses- that's the last thing we would
Due to the Murray Country
sion last summer, 84 head want to see happen.
"It would cause chaos. I Club's Men's Invitational
reralized $18,649,000, an
would rather have the Tournament there will be no
average of $222,012.
A colt from the first crop of association to deal with twilight golf held Friday
foals by J. 0. Tobin brought because it helps to keep rules night.
Entries are.still being aca top price of $800,000 at the and order."
Asked if "other forces" cepted to the 22nd annual afMonday afternoon opening
might be trying to get con- fair being held Saturday and
The Deluxe Ashley Imperial
session of the sale.
Model C-60
The yearling, half brother trol of major league Sunday at the club course.
to stakes winners George baseball, Sullivan replied, Entry fee is $40 per player
and over $3,000 in prizes will
Speldin and Meffina, was "You said it, I didn't."
Then,he added:
be awarded.
sold by Lee Eaton of Lex"Can you imagine what it
Approximately 130 golfers
ington as agent for Lasater
Farm. The purchaser was would be like-trying to get an have already signed up, aclisted as Seaside Syndicate, agreement with 150 agents cording to Dr. Joe Rexroat,
a four-man group headed by rather than one associa- for the field that numbered
tion?"
almost 200 last year.
J. T. Lundy of Midway,Ky.
As for the prolonged
For tournament inforKeeneland Sales recorded
99 head for $18,684,000 during strike, Sullivan said "it will matin contact the MCC pro
the afternoon session to take a while for all this to shop,753-9430.
average $188,727. At the blow over and heal the
opening session last sum- wounds." He said there also
JACK IS STAYING
mer, 62 yearlings brought will have to be "one helluva
NEW YORK (AP) — At
$9,169,000, an average of public relations program to age 41 and with victories at
bring things back to where 40 in both the 1980 U.S.
Open
they were."
and PGA, Jack Nicklaus no
Second highest price of the
But, he added, "the game longer has to answer
a quesafternoon and second is going to outlive
us all" tion he was asked frequently
highest price ever paid at because it is "too
simple yet after reaching his 40th birthKeeneland,for a yearling fil- too complex to let
7.0
anyone day in January 1960.
See Them Now At
ly was $750,000, demanded control it."
"No one has asked me this
by a daughter of Northern
!be strike is settled, year when I'm going,, to
Dancer 0.1.0/1 the race mare Sullivan said, he
101•41
would like retire," Nicklaus said. "Last
Barely Even. She was pur- an extension of
` 202 N. 5th
the basic year I was asked that 40
753-4672
chased by Michel Zerold, agreement, due to
expire times before I even got to the
agent for CArolaine Farm. after the 1983
season.
first tee."

Yearling Colt Brings I
_World Record Price

Golf In A
Nutshell

AmaucAsFAWIRTIE
HOUSEWMMER

Donovan was due back at forth without having to come minutes
Monday, then attoday's talks after spending down here (to the press tended a
joint negotiating
some four hours with the two room) like it's a tennis mat- session
which ended just
sides Monday, the first ses- ch."
before 6 p.m. EDT, as the
sion in Washington after
Members of the two two sides broke
for
more than two months in negotiating teams declined caucuses
, according to D.J.
New York.
comment as they left the Yount, a spokeswoman
for
"We've had face-to-face building.
Moffett.
talks all afternoon. There's a
"Hope you guys have a
The toll of the strike grew
press blackout," said Ken- nice evening," Raymond as
negotiations resumed.
neth Moffett, acting head of Grebey, director of the Since
it began June 12, 476
the Federal Mediation and owners' Player Relations games
including 14 today
Conciliation Service and the Committee,said to reporters have
been wiped out.
mediator for almost two as he departed.
Negotiations broke down
year's in baseball's war over
Marvin Miller, the usually last Thursday after Grebey
free-agent compensation.
talkative executive director presented, along with
a
Moffett refused to discuss of the Major League Players modifica
tion of the owners'
what went on at the session Association, would only free
-agent compensation
in the federal agency's smile and nod as reporters plan, a
set of conditions for a
downtown headquarters, but approached him.
settlement. One would
later told the Associated
Donovan also declined deprive players of credit for
Press that negotiators "had comment.
major league service for at
never been further apart."
Donovan met with each least the first 35 days of the
Generally, news blackouts side separately for about 45 strike.
are viewed as protection for
negotiations reaching a
critical stage or close to set.67:
tlement. Moffett declined to
characterize the blackout
imposed Monday that way,
but reiterated that he felt the
intensive media coverage of
the talks while in New York
had hindered progress.
Closed Wednesday Preparing For
"The main reason for the
blackout is the same reason
Sale Stadia,Thursday
we came to Washington," he
hay 23rd 9:00 a.m.
said. "The two sides should
be allowed to talk back and
•••
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6 Month Certificates
Minimum Of 110,000
30 Month Certificates
Minimum Of $400.00

...adds up to
only one thing...
more money for
— you!
with our high interest
savings accounts
youIlsee for
yourself how
money can
multiply...
day by day!

Now Is The Time
To Layaway An
ASHLEY WOODSTOVE

Layaway Now And
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Wicker Race-Walks To First
In Junior Olympic Games
Mike Wicker, 16, Rt. 1, they'll compete in the USA
Alamo, competed last Athletics Congress Track
weekend in the Region 6 And Field Championships;
AAU Junior Olympics in the equivalent of national
Evansville, Ind., earning level competition for 14highest honors in the 1,500 year-olds and under.
meter race walk with a
Teams from seven states
winning time of 8:28.4.
competed at Evansville
In doing so Wicker over the weekend including
qualified for national com- Kentucky,Illinois, Indiana,
petition at Wake Forrest Michigan, Ohio, West
University in Winston- Virginia and Pennsylvania.
Salem,N.C., Aug.6-9.
Other Murrayans attenWicker, coached by Jim
Nix of Calloway County ding the games were:
Allen Jones, third in
High School, battled with
five others for the first discus-114-feet.
Allen Hargis, first in 400place honor in the race
meter relay -47.9.
walk.
Fellow Murrayans, Darren Loftis, third in
Richard Williams and pole vault-8-feet.
Kevin Crawford, third in
Glenn Brandon, also
qualified for higher-level 1,500-meter race walk competition in the 13-14 9:21.
Three others competed
year-old age bracket.
Williams triple jumped to a but did not place - Scott
first place with a 37-foot, 8- Nix, 3,000-meter and 1,600inch effort. He also ran on meter relay; Mark
the first place 400-meter Charlton., 1,600-meter
relay team and placed relay; (girls) Debbie Key,
high jump.
third in the long jump.
Brandon took a pair of
Coach Nix and members
firsts in the shot and discus of the team travelling to
events. His shot throw the national-level competitravelled 45-feet, 7-inches tion are currently engaged
and his discus throw in fund-raisers to help
measured 134-feet, 11- alleviate travel expenses.
Inches.
Anyone- wishing to donate
Williams and Brandon should contact Nix -at
will travel to Baton Rouge, Calloway County High
La., July 25-26 where School.

RACE WALK WINNER - Mike Wicker (left) poses
with coach Jim Nix after his first place effort in the
1,500-meter race walk qualified him for the national
competition at Wake Forrest University in August.

Cuts,Signings And Welcomes
Precede Football Preseason
"oldtirners" feeling the
pressure from below, Atlanta wide receiver Alfred
Jackson started training a
week early.
"Every year I try to set
different goals for myself,"
said Jackson, who reported
to camp last week in an effort to crack the starting
lineup this season.
Among those who fit the
traditional role of neither
rookie nor oldtimer was the
Browns' Andy Bushak, a
linebacker. Bushak turned
down three scholarship offers when he graduated from
Valley Forge High School in
Ohio and is trying to make
the team after five years in
the Navy.
"I had a long time to think
about this, to prepare for it,
so I'm ready," says the 27year-old Bushak, who hasn't
played football since the 1976
Coaches All-America Game.
Alan Page of the Chicago
Bears and Jon Keyworth of
the Denver Broncos also had
a long time to think about
their careers, and they have
come to slightly different
conclusions.
Page, an All-Pro or AllNFC defensive tackle for the
past nine years, is entering
his 15th NFL season, and he
says it will be his last.
"You usually can't say for
certain that you will never
do something again in your
life," Page said, "but I'm
fairly confident that this will
be my last year playing foot-

By LARRY GERBER
Associated Press Writer
BUCHAREST, Romania
(AP) - Host nation
Romania won two gold
medals,the defending champion United States basket-

ball team got off to a fast
start and International
Olympic Committee President
Juan
Antonio
Samaranch warned of possible troubles ahead on the
first day of the World

Spinks Boxing Duo
Remains Close Knit

NFL Roundup

By The Associated Press
National Football League
teams cut rookies, signed
draft choices and prepared
to welcome old hands to
training camp with less than
two weeks remaining today
before the start of
preseason.
The Hall of Fame Game
between the Cleveland
Browns and Atlanta Falcons
on Saturday, Aug. 1 at Canton, Ohio marks the start of
the 1981-82 preseason. Most
of the 28 NFL teams,
however, must wait until
Saturday, Aug.8 to begin the
exhibition season.
In preparation for their
season opener, the Falcons
cut three free agents - including Texas A&M running
back Michael Wright - and
welcomed a full contingent
of veteran players to camp
Monday night. The veterans
were not scheduled to begin
workouts until Wednesday,
but, -like many other

Romania, USA Off To Golden
Beginnings In World Games

ball."
Keyworth announced his
retirement Monday after
seven seasons with the Broncos. Last season, he carried
the ball only 38 times for 127
yards.
Still another veteran,
defensive end Claude Humphrey, arrived at the
Philadelphia Eagles camp
as a free agent and signed a
one-year contract. Humphrey, with 13 NFL years
under his belt, had been with
Philadelphia the past two
seasons.
Elsewhere, the Houston
Oilers cut 12 rookies and

welcomed veteran running
back Ronnie Coleman to
camp two days early; free
agent offensive lineman
Steve Gettel walked out of
the Tampa Bay training
camp with a foot injury; the
Bears signed veteran cornerback Wentford Gaines, a
free agent from Cincinnati;
tackle-center Justin Cross of
Western State College and
wide receiver Mike Mosley
of Texas A&M signed with
Buffalo, and San Diego signed wide receiver Bobby
Duckworth of Arkansas and
tight end Pete Holohan of
Notre Dame.

An AP Sports Analysis
By EDSCHUYIER JR.
AP Sports Writer
A picture comes to mind:
Michael Spinks hugging
brother Leon in a Las Vegas
hotel-casino complex.
Leon had just upset
Muhammad All to become
the heavyweight champion
of the world and make
Michael a camp follower, his
own promising light
heavyweight career put on
hold.
"I just had to take a
layoff," said Michael.
"There wasn't any reason
for both of us to be fighting. I
wouldn't have been comfortable"
It as tough for Michael
Sph,watching Leon being
pushed and pulled by people
and the pressure of the
heavyweight title. It was
tough to the poir
he
once said, "I do t think I
on
could have tak
it if he
would have won the rematch
with Ali."
Then in December 1978, 11
months after Leon became
champion and three months
after he became exchampion, Michael Spinks
became a fighter again. And
last Saturday, there he was
once more, embracing Leon
in a ring in another Las
Vegas gambling hall. - "I hugged him and we sh-

ed tears," said Michael."We
both wanted this."
Four days shy of his 25th
birthday, Michael Spinks
had become the World Boxing Association light
heavyweight champion,
scoring a unanimous 15round decision over Eddie
Mustafa Muhammad.
"This is what I've always
wanted," added the man
who, in the mind of the
general public, has been the
other Spinks since the night
he and Leon won Olympic
gold medals at Montreal in
1976.
The victory over Muhammad made Spinks the last of
the five US. gold medalists
to fight for a world professional chamionalliv, and
the fourth to win one.
Leon Spinks was the first
of the goldenboyato win.a.title. Then Sugar Ray
Leonard, the goldest of the
golden boys - he's earned
about $25 million in the ring
- won the World Boxing
Council welterweight title,
lost it, regained it and won
the World Boxing Association junior middleweight title. Leo Randolph won the
WBC super bantamweight title, lost it and retired. The
only one to fail has been
Howard Davis, who lost on
points to Jim Watt in a bid
for the WBC lightweight title.
a

Curci Dismisses
Kentucky Player
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)A University of Kentucky
football player charged with
wanton endangerment has
been dropped from the team,
according to UK football
coach Fran Curd.
Curd said in a prepared
statement released late
Monday that senior Charlie
Jackson has been per-

Trouble Accompanies
Tigercat's Coach Kush

HAMILTON,Ontario(AP) don't agree that one incident prior to the Calgary game
- Frank Kush travels with is reason enough for them to and eventually went over the
trouble. That's generally the jeopardize their careers by head coach - to the team
way his bosses like it.
not providing additional sup- doctor - to get approval to
Long before Kush arrived port for their own limbs - a tape his ankle for the
in the Canadian Football practice some have main- Staznpeders game.
League with his taskmaster tained since their high school
Green, the outstanding
theories, his rigid training days.
player in the CFL in 1979,
methods were known
"I've been spatting for was benched in the fourth
throughout the American seven years as a pro, four quarter and several Ticats
college scene.
years in college and four players said it was Kush's
There was never a doubt years in high school," said response to the player's inhis ways proved successful all-pro cornerback Dave sistence that his injured
at the collegiate level. Kush, Shaw, an outspoken critic of ankle be taped. Kush,
in 22 years at Arizona State, Kush who doesn't hide the however, denied that was the
amassed a record of 173 vic- fact he wants to be traded, reason and Green was reluctories, 52 losses and a tie - preferably to Toronto tant to comment.
second among active U.S. Argonauts. "My shoes roll
collegc coaches to Paul off my feet when I cut and "This game is a business
(Bear
of Alabama. the tape restricted that.
and I have to worry about
However, issuing similar
"I don't like playing David Green," Green ofdemands on professionals- without it."
fered when asked about the
specifically the Hamilton
DESIGNED WITH
Nor does running back incident. "If I get my ankle
Tiger Cats -seems to have David Green, who hii'd a spat Injured, he (Kush) will just
YOUR FAMILY
had a negative reaction. with Kush about spatting get another running back."
s••
IN MIND
There have been grurnblings
All oceanfront with excellent view of p001 among
Hamilton players
and ocean 105 units - rooms, completely
that
Kush's
sessions are too
furnished housekeeping efficiencies, suites
rigid, his ways too strict.
Ocean beach. Plenty of free parking
Those who take exception
or question his methods have
Foster are inducted tete the
been ignored for the most By The Associated Press
ar—
Hall.
part or, in some cases, tradGENERAL
the d% • Restaurant serving
ed.
NEW YORK (AP) - Joe
BOWLING
3 meals daily
The latest controversy 1Reichler, formerly of the
•• Lounge with
WINDSOR, Ontario (AP)
rx
entertainment
arose after a 26-6 loss Friday Associated Press, and Milt - Mike Aulby defeated Gil
187 South Atlantic Avenue
•3 swimming pools
to the Calgary Stampeders. Richman of United Press In- Sliker,216-203,in a txie-game
ORMOND BEACH, RA
The subject was spatting, ternational were named co- rolloff to earn the top-seeded
• •
Relax, enjoy the seaside Spacious palm studded
the practice of players tap- winners of 1:DI
-T.G. Taylor position in the finals of the
lawns, gardens. Bring the family piers" of room
ing their shoes to their feet Spink
Award
for $100,000 Canadian Open on
and lots to do for everyone Near the best shops,
and ankles.
'golf, recreations
"outstanding baseball the Professional Bowlers
Kush claims it's a poten- writing over a period of Association tour.
90 minutes to Disney World Tours leave from our
door. Write for information Reserve now,
tially dangerous practice years" by the Baseball
The, Indianapolis bowler
and outlawed it as "a Writers Association of was in eighth place going inlVORI D
MO,S 1 FA MOUS RI ACH
precautionary measure." He America.
to the sixth round before roll1111:11.TMORE BEACH LODGE
-"Aec
:
ir aiona
fee& AileserAmm
A...... Irialleeee CI•od. MO,
says a *Oyer he coni.;.,0,11111
Reiehler
ing
and
moats of 278 and 287 to
Richman
will
• 14••••seed breelwre •••••
' college injured his ankle and be installed in the writers' take second. He then forced
▪.
1St
PROW a NAME
the injury was compounded wing of the Baseball Hall of a rolloff by defeating Sliker,
1-800- I notauss
before the training staff was Fame in Cooperstown, N.Y. 235-215, in the final game of
(-lir !OAF!. IIP
able to cut the tape.
174-0532
on Aug. 2, when Bob Gibson, regulation play to even their
Kush's players, however, Johnny Mize and Rube 42-game pintails at 9,558.

rBryant

rnanently dismissed from
the team.
"Our players repeatedly
have been advised of our
disciplinary procedure and
we have taken appropriate
action in this instance," Curci said.

University Games Monday.
The muscular, fastRomanian gymnast Kurt moving, American team
Saner,a crowd favorite said next takes on South Korea,
to be the boyfriend of former which beat Greece 91-72. If
Olympic gymnastics cham- the U.S. squad advances to
pion Nadia Comaneci, had to the semifinals, it figures to
share his individual gold face Yugoslavia and the
medal with Yuri Korolev of Soviet Union.
the Soviet Union after the
The American women beat
Soviets protested an ap- Finland 68-49 in a .
parent scoring error.
preliminary basketball matOfficials had flashed ch.
Szilier's winning score of
Track and field competi57.59 points onto the tion began Tuesday with
scoreboard and gave Willie Banks of UCLA
Korolev 57.90, But minutes favored in the triple jump
later the standings were and Michael Carter of
changed showing both gym- Southern Methodist the
nasts with the identical leading contender for the
higher score. A Romanian shot put title.
official said the change was
The pole vault promised
due to a mathematical error. tough competition between
Soviet Artur Akopian took world record holder
the men's individual bronze Vladimir Polyakov of the
medal.
Soviet Union and Thierrry
Romania took the men's Vigneron of France, the only
team gold medal with a two men ever to clear 19 feet.
score of 173.50, ahead of the
Mel Lattany of the UniverSoviet Union and China.
sity of Georgia topped tie
Gymnastics was the only field in the 100 meters, with
sport in which medals were Cliff Wiley of Kansas facing
awarded Monday. The 1980 Olympic champion
Games, which have at- Viktor Markin of the Soviet
tracted more than 5,000 Union in the 400.
athletes from 80 nations,
As competition got undercontinue through the next 10 way Monday,IOC President
days.
Sarnaranch said he was conThe US. men's basketball cerned that a U. S. threeteam completely outclassed game tour by the South
Senegal 91-35 in its opening African Springboks rugby
group match,but Coach Tom team could lead to a boicott
Davis of Boston Car—a
ge
LOs Angeles Olympics
&warned the.squad about the in 1984. Black African nadangers of overconfidence tions boycotted the 1976
after its walkover against Games in Montreal because
the Africans.
some of the competing -na"I told them I didn't know tions had sporting links with
if they were good enough to South Africa.
win here," he said."The gap
Chinese springboard diver
has been closing every year Li Yu.hua led American
between the US. and the in- Megan Meyer of the Univerternational competition. sity of Florida 466.02 to 457.89
This year there may not be a after 10 dives in preliminary
gap."
women's competition.
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RESTAURANT
"Serving American & Chinese Food Daily"

Jackson, who will be a
senior this fall, will remain
on scholarship in order to
complete his education at
the university, the coach
said.
The 22-year-old running
back from Georgetown
pleaded innocent Monday to
charges of wanton endangerment, discharging a firearm
in the city and unlawful transaction with a minor.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Breakfast 5-10:30 AM; Lunch 11-2 PM
Diner 4-10 PM

LUNCH SPECIALS
COMBINATION PLATE $295
Also Servs Regular Nene

Hwy. 641 South, Holiday Inn
Murray, Ky.(502)753-4488
Owner and Chef, Johnny Ho
"We Welcome Take Out Orders"

BELT
CHANGEOVER
SALE \vi

LORIDA VACATION

•
AI'
$311

Sports, Briefly

6

• Includes complete check-up and replacement of
any thriis fan or accessorY-beilts, as needed
• Save $10.40 now — regularly priced at $41.40
• Offer ends Aug..1st, 1981
• Especially important preventive maintenance for
cars with 30,000 or more miles
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Just Say'Charg•It'
Use one of these 7 wayS110 buy: Ow
own Oxidiser Credit NOR•MillilliCord
• V.10• Anmericort14114111101pd,• Camp
abondie • 01.1.11 au.•COO

Goodyear Scrvice Store S.12tis Murray,Ky.
7:30 a.-4:00 pAis.
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The Hospice Program, An Alternative
When Ruth Cole was growing up in Calloway County,
graduating from Lynn Grove
High School and attending
Murray State University,
she could not have foreseen
her future role in Social Service. Her aim was simply to
become a nurse.
As time went on she com•
pleted Nursing Education at
St. Joseph Hospital, Lexington. Then after a tour of
duty with the Navy Nurse
Corps, she completed a BS
Degree in Nursing at the
University of Texas at
Austin. Later she earned a
Master Degree at Columbia
University and some years
later she reteive a Doctorate
from Indiana University..
Along the way Dr. Cole set
up the Nursing Education
Program at MSU which
eventually developed into a 4
year BS Degree in Nursing.
In 1977 she retired from MSU
and probably expected to
enjoy living a leisurely life
but such was not to be the
case. She soon began a one
year assignment as Consultant in Curriculum at Har-

ding University School of
Nursing. Next came a most
interesting project- she was
employed by Murray
Calloway Hospital to
establish a Hospice Program, now directed by
Louise Sickle.
WHAT IS A HOSPICE
Perhaps you have a vagueand maybe an erroneousimpression when you hear
the word "Hospice" without
knowing its real meaning.
The word "Hospice" derives
from the Latin hospitium
meaning hospitality and
from Latim hospes interpreted as host-receiver of
guests. During the Crusades
certain religious orders
established hospices as lodging places where wounded
and weary pilgrims far from
home could find care and
comfort. The current use of
the word is to describe a
concept-not a place- designed to care for the terminally
ill. It is for those patients
who by medical prognosis
have less than a year to live.
The aim is not to prolong life
but to enrich the life that re-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Army meal
5 Wicked
8 Place ot
business
12 Region
13 Munched
14 Weight of
India
15 Snicker
17 Author
19 Go in
20 Place of
worship
21 Redact
23 Baked clay
24 Distant
26 Compact
28 Soak
31 Hypothetical
force
32 Armed
conflict
33 Pronoun
34 Staff
36 Gave up
38 Dull color
39 Spoken
41 Wise person
43 Transactions
45 Floats
48 Small islands
50 Retreat
51 River duck
52 Time gone by
54 Lamb's pen
name
55 Jug lugs
56 Vessel
57 Part of a clan
DOWN
1 Partner
2 Emerald Isle
3 Hunting dog
4 Surfeited
5 Tavern

6 Near
7 Morning
moisture
8 Quiet
9 More torrid
10 Olive genus
11 Young
salmon
16 Goddess of
discord
18 Foray
22 Beach 23 Wearies
24 Preposition
25 Fuss
'
27 Youngster
29 Large bird
30 Number
35 Bermuda
money
36 Hurl
37 Challenge
38 Pollute

Answer se Meaday's Puzzle
CON UUOU COG
CUCU OCION CDC
CUM/ OUCHUNOO
NCIEBIOLI MOO
COON OU CCU
CCU OCUMUC OO
ULM DU 1:10 WOO
NU COCNUO CCU
CCO MO NEMO
COLIC =DOM
=HMCO OCOO
UO MEG MOO
OC OMOU UO011
40 Walks
unsteadily
42 Entrances
43 Location
44 On the ocean

46 Journey
47 Chair
49 Fall guy
50 Decay
53 Proceed

mains. The hospice is for
caring-not curing.
The first modern hospice
was at St Christopher's in
London in 1967. Today in the
U.S.A. there are more than
200 hospices in various
stages of development. On a
trip to the British Isles in
May, Dr. Cole viewed the
London hospital from the
outside only as a six months
appointment is needed to sit
in on lectures. About 5,000
visitors observe this model
Hospice each year.
The philosophy of hospice
is to provide support and
comfort not only to the patient but to the patient's
family. The program for
care is a coordinated service
for either in-hospital or outpatient care. It strives to
provide
physical, •
psychological, sociological
and spiritual service through
its multi-disciplinary team
of volunteers under the
medical direction of the
family physician. The team
is made up of physician,
nurse, minister, social
workers and volunteers from
all kinds of careers.
Murray is indeed fortunate
to have a hospital staff in
tune with hospices and to
have developed a hospice
program here under the
direction of Dr. Cole.
THE HOSPICE CHOICE
,A hospice is an alternative
for people who want to face
there deaths and for their
families who want to help
them face it-TOGETHER. It
is an arrangement for the
care of people who have been
told that a cure is impossible. They know that they will
not be assaulted with routine
blood tests, IVs, tubes and
other heroics which are part
of acute-care. They are

WHY ELSE WOULD A
BUTTERFLY LAND ON MY
NOSE, AND THEN TURN
INTO AN ANGEL?

families have been admitted. All volunteers are required to complete a training
program designed for
hospice workers. To date
three classes have been conducted for 25 ministers and
89 others for a total of 114
persons and another training
session will be implemented
this fall. Funds for the initial
training program were
donated by the Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, whose Chairis Dr. Cole and who
deserves great credit for
developing the hospice.
The role of the volunteer in
this program is unique.
Sometimes they can give a
social identity to a patient
who has long been ill and out
of touch with society. Dr.
Amenta tells of an incident
which illustrates this situation. A volunteer in Pittsburgh hospice was asked by
a patient, who was a former
stock broker, how she was
investing her money. She
answered she had never invested in stocks but he advised her to do so and she did.
Soon both _ _patient and
volunteer were watching her
stock's progress and the patient looked forward to the
visit of the volunteer.
The Murray Hospice
usually has no more than two
patients at a time and they
are not segregated. Patients
return home for stays when
they are able. The hospice
staff offers bereavement
counseling to the families of
the patients after the deaths.
Some families need this service while others find
solance in their love one's
release from illness. It is
comforting to know Murray
Hospital has such a. program.

Bill Is Drafted To Regulate
Health Spas In Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
- The chief investigator for
the attorney general's Consumer Protection Division is
drafting a bill designed to
regulate health spas in Kentucky.
Marc E. Craft is preparing
the bill for submission to the
1982 General Assembly in an
attempt to strengthen protection for consumers who

THINK I WAS
CHOSEN TO EKING A
MESSAGE TO TA WORLP,
UNUS..I REALLY DO!

guaranteed that no one will
come in with a defibrillator,
shove the family out of the
room and start using electric
shocks to try to keep them
alive.
"Death is un-American"
so. British historian Arnold
Toynbee once noted. This
may explain our preoccupation with technology that can
postpone death. This
technology-and many Of our
attitudes toward dying-have
developed rather recently.
Dr Madalon Amenta, President of *the Pennsylvania
State Hospice Network,
points out that the first
American president to be
born in a hospital was Jimmy Carter. This bit of trivia
demonstrates that it wasn't
very long ago that birth and
death were biological events
which took place within the
home. Family members and
neighbors helped in birth
and in death.
Since the hospice is a concept, its actual physical environment differs from one
to the other. In most, visiting
is allowed 24 hours a day and
in some children and pets
are allowed. In some there is
a living room, furnished appropriately, with • perhaps
plants and an aquarium. Patients can eat whatever they
can and personal comfort is
the aim for the patient. Dr.
Amenta stresses the need to
cater to the patient. Do they
need to talk to somebody
Or do they need NOT to talk
to anybody.. Do they just
want a sip of water...or do
they want a pizza ..
THE MURRAY HOPICE
At the Murray Calloway
County Hospital the first patient was admitted on
January 15, 1981 and a total
of 14 patients and their

WELL,THE
WORLD CAN
CERTAINLY
USE A

are flocking to join health
spas. Currently, the Ape
has only the Consumer Protection Act to protect consumers, but that law only
defines deceptive business
practices and false advertising, he said.
Craft's bill would:
-Attempt to counteract
high-pressure sales tactics
by making it mandatory that

LF

HOU.
) I THiRE'S A FOUL
BALL BEHIND THIRD
ABOUT
BASE, 115 THE
THIS?
SHORTSTCOS PLAY!
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USE THIS BLOTTER

ALL OF THEM
ARE IN THE
LAUNDRY---

OTTO'S
BED BROKE
LAST
NIGHT

SEE ANYTl-IING
YOU LIKE?

new members have three
business days to cancel a
contract, without penalty.
-Keep spas from using
pre-membership money to
complete construction of a
building. Under Craft's bill,
spa operators would have to
register with the state, post a
surety bond and deposit premembership fees into an
escrow account. If the spa
then did not open, the premembership fees could be
returned.
-Require spas to notify
members of their contracts
are to be sold to finance companies.
-Prohibit spa operators
from misrepresenting to a
prospective member the
training and expertise of spa
employees.
Once completed, the bill
will be submitted to the
governor's Consumer Advisory Council, said Craft,
and a search will begin for a
legislative sponsor.
Although Craft says the
new bill will tighten controls
over spas, he said the division has experienced some
success prosecuting cases
for consumers who lost
money to spas'.
In two recent suits, the
state obtained judgments
totaling $27,627, and two
other suits are pending.
Craft said the four suits
stemmed partly from problems his bill is designed to
combat.
The suits involve 5,100
memberships totaling about
$1.25 million in fees.
C.S. Rolls of the English
Rolls Royce automobile firm
was killed in a plane crash in
1910. -'
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of De Nam talurL Times by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Soturdays are urged
to call 7511914 between 5:30 Pp
reti 6 pra. Reds; Oro. hide', a
HI pa. orii 4 p.a. Wader:
A circulotion department employe* is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Calls mint
rbit aimed by Cpa. weekdays Of4 pa. Scow/Joys to guarantee
deilvirrea--- • •-"The regular business office
hours of ibs Norm taissr A hawS pa, Mak*
ars 1 as.
through Friday ond I as sm.,
Powdery:
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1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice
eirmovoy.
4 Heavy
Duty%

NOTICE OF
PUBLIC HEARING
PURSUANT TO KRS 132.027, AS ENACTED
BY THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY
EXTRAORDINARY SESSION OF 1979, THE
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, WILL
HOLD A PUBLIC HEARING ON TUESDAY,
AUG. 4,1961, AT 5:15 P.M. IN THE COUNCIL
CHAMBERS, CITY HAIL BUILDING, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO HEAR COMMENTS
FROM THE PUBLIC REGARDING PROPOSED 1981 TAX RATES ON REAL PROPERTY.

Lifetime Shocks
Now
Installed

Only $49.00
'
ECONOMY TIRE
Et SERVICE
1538500
}
..w.w.e.r.w,".•.4

1

Get Yow

HONEY BEAR

Tax Rate per $100
Assessed Valuation
(1)Preceeding Year Tax Rate
and Revenue Produced
.358
(2)Tax Rate Proposed for Current
Year and Expected Revenue
.376
(3)Compensating Tax Rate
and Expected Revenue
.361
(4) Revenue Expected from
New Property(5)Revenue Expected from
Personal Property

Revenue
Expected
450,714.82

CLAYTONS

465,066.15

WANT TO
BUY
Poker Table. Cal
436-25116 after 6,
ask for David.
;
1640 Pre Craft Bus
boat, with Star
trailer, trolley meter
mei 150 h.p. Mercury
Owtheard. Call 753-

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
16. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
•37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets Supplies
39. Pbultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
N. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
MI Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
Si. Wanted
•
•

Soil Boat, 1980
Macgregor 25, like
new,,fully equipped.
58,500. 489-2711

I

Carter Studio

446,512.98
2,957.62
160,168.58

2. Notice

SPECIAL
5.•• toff soy
omens Not Moo or
with ropy
ale ad.

2. Notice

Charlie Brown Play School,
1617 W. Olive. Daily, $5.50
or hourly, $1.00. Call
753-7359.
•

30') Maul

THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY
HAS REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF THIS
ADVERTISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN.
MELVIN B. HENLEY,MAYOR
CITY OF MURRAY,KY
PUBLISHED 7/21/81 and
7/28/81
July 1981,
Frank, will no
responsible for
other than my

(across hue Big It)

People forget Pic I
tures remember.

THE CITY OF MURRAY PROPOSES TO EXCEED THE COMPENSATING TAX RATE BY
LEVYING A PROPOSED TAX RATE OF .381
(SHOWN IN (2) ABOVE) WHICH WILL BE
SPENT IN THE FOLLOWING GENERAL
AREAS OF CITY GOVERNMENT:
GENERAL GOVERNMENT, POLICE AND
FIRE PROTECTION.

As of 18
Dorsey J.
longer be
any debts
own,

Oregi
3/8''
$7.9'
Wall'

it

AS REQUIRED BY STATE LAW, THIS
NOTICE INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:

Voraoe's
WOSftro
860WID
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

RAW
MU=
NI
lint Editkos United
Prints
Cell 41111-2132
I
NEW CONCEPT. DAY CARE
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS. Call
753-7249 or 753-1566
after 5:00 P.M. for details
-and rates.
Complete Engine
Tune Up 4-68 Cyl.
Now $35.00
ECONOMY TIRE
•
Et SERVICE
753-8500

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
A large and varied
assortment
of
cameras. Poloroid, Instarnetic etc. Starting
at $9.96
GOLD Er
SILVER
PAWN SHOP
041fInPic
Shopping Cotter
Open II orn.to8 p.m.
753-7113

or Sale country
rocery store with
quarters.
lying
ocery doing rod
amiss. NM 753$42, nights 7531408.

First anniversary Open
House, Apple Tree School,
1503 Stadium View Drive.
Sunday. July 26. 1981.
from 2.00 to 400 P.M.
753-9356.
Fast, dependable form
and truck tire service
753 8500
Coll
Economy Tor e & Ser

I

Tomb
200.
cooki
30 n
scree
$6.9!
Pans

16:

FARMERS
Growers
With
Liquid fertilizer
and Agroplus OUR
RESEARCH IS YOUR
PROFIT. The winners of the five
caps and jackets
at the Murray
Calloway County
Fair were:
Mark Arnett
Stephanie Carraway
Richard Jones
Larry Hale
Thank you for
visiting us at the
Forrest
fair.
Bouchard
Melber, Ky.
674-5850
6. Help Wanted
Auto mechanic, minimum 2
years experience. Team
work, $4 per hour. Action
Personnel, 753-6532.
Experienced clean-up man.
Call 753-3804' or apply in
person. Alexander's Clean
Up Shop, Diugiud Dr.,
Murray, KY,
Secretary, general office
skills, 60 words per minute
typing speed. Salary, $3.35
to $3.50 plus benefits.
Action
Personnel,
753-6532.
Secretary, part time, 5 day
week. $4.00 per hour.
Personnel
Action
753-6532.
Someone to live in home
and care for elderly man.
Call 247-5443 or 247-3372
after 5 p.m.
Structural steel detailerdraftsman. Immediate
°penning for structural
steel detailer to, prepare
steel shop fabrication
drawings. Minimum 3 to 5
years experience required.
Excellent salary. Submit
resume to Ted F. Billington
Consulting Engineers, Atten, Jean, P.O. Box 422.
Murray, KY 42071.
Telephone Sales, Healfh
Industry. $3.00 per hour. 5
days, 8- to 5. Action
PersOnkl. 753-6532.
1. Storage Bldgs.
Custom
Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.
9. Situation Wanted
Congenial lady will share
beautiful home with working lady. Private room,
bath, and entrance. Must
have references. Call 1539606
Wanted. Signs to paint;
reasonable rates. For more
information, call 437-4983.
Will babysit in my home for
small child, Monday thru
Friday. References. Call
_753713255,
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751
Would like lob housecleaning. Dependable and
honest. Have references
759-1255.
12. Insurance
MFA INSURANC CO.

JIM FAIN
AGENT
514 So
St
Ilioloop, Ky..42071
eel
s art INI2)7134472
Row OM 7,5311374
LPL ONALTH,NOM

14. Want To liar
Want to buy good used
combine, John Deere or
International, 4400 range.
Call 435-4429

III
••JK

-

Smal
3-sp(
fire
oven,

7s3 8298

VIC P

hummed
Peskiest
Wanted
war v-Vatth elderly f
woman at her home
day or night. Call
759-4189 after 2:30
p.m.

15.

Eleci
ft.
flash
old
$151
For s
Also,
appli
Mck
Largr
$275
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32. Apb. For Rent

43. Real Estate

Ascending parachute, includes 200' tow rope and
harness. Pull behind boat,
car. $400 Of best offer. 12'
Fiberglass sailboat, $350.
14' Glastron ski boat; 85
h.p. Evinrude low profile
boat,
nice, $1500.
Kawasaki 900 motorcycle
1-1, extra nice. Zennith
video cassette recorder,
includes 8 X-mcwies. Days,
753-0153, nights, 7533222.
Camera, Nikon FM. Brand
new, zoom lens and access.
included. 759-4945.

One bedroom furnished
apartment, with private
bath and entrance $125
Call 753-8294
Two Bdrm. duplex in
Westwood Subdivision. Dishwasher, stove, refrig.,
disposal. Very energy efficient. $250 month'. Available Aug. jst. Ph. 753-3742
or 305-792-5565.
Two bedroom apartments in
attractive setting, carpeted,
central heat and air,
kitchen appliances furnished, washer/dryer hook
up. 753-7550, or 753-7559.

Tea bucket and frame,
$140. 21,000 BTU air
conditoner, $180. Call
759-1322.
Three ton General Electric
air conditioner. Six years
old and in good condition.
Days, call 753-4751, nights
753-1809.

34. Houses For Rent

Rent-Lease with option to
buy or will consider trade.
Located in Croppie Hollow,
a 2 bedroom, 1 bath
lakefront cabin. Is well
built and lust waiting for
someone to move in. Has
patio connected to house,
also patio by water for
those summer cookouts.
One added attraction is a
large garage with fireplace
for cool evenings and a
large work area. Also has its
own half bath. Your own
private dock comes with
house. This property is truly
suited to the carefree summer life. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.

15./Hiles For Sale 24. Miscellaneous
Electric mobile sign, 4x6
ft., 2 boxes of letters,
flashing arrow. 5 months
old, excellent condition.
$750. Call 759-1465.
For sale, large tame plums
Also, sweet corn, cooking
apples. 153-4725 Floyd
McKenzie.
Large fireproof safe for sale,
$275. 753-0778.
Oregon chain saw chains,
3/8" pitch. For 16" bar,
$7.99, or 20" bar, $8.99.
Wallin Hardware.
Small chord organ, $35.
3-speed bike, $35. Glass
fire screen, $35. Toaster
oven, $25. Call 753-0273.
Tomato juicer, Victorian
200. No peelfrig, caring or
cooking; does a bushel in
30 minutes, $23.99. Berry
screen or grape spiral,
$6.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

16. Home
Furnishings

26.IV-Radio

Varmit base linear, XL-150
with side band and A.M.
with GTX 5000 base, with
For sale: 6 piece living room Turner desk mike. Good
with
suite, wooden frame
condition, $150. Call 753reversible cushions. Call 6416 after 5 p.m.
days, 753-6654; after 5:30,
27. Mobile Homes
753-1701.
For Sale
couch
floral
Orange-gold
and matching chair; table 1978 12x65' Hutchinson
and 4 chairs, matching bar mobile home. All electric
with 2 bar stools, also, with central heat, furnished
matching service tray. or unfurnished. 498-8585.
Beautiful condition. Call
2117Mobde Homes
489-2775.
For Rent
Westinghouse washer and
dryer, a stack pair. In good 12x 60 2 Bdrm. New
condition. Call 753-1820.
furniture, new carpet, ac.,
natural gas, cable vision.
19. Farm
Equipment May be seen at Shady Oaks.
/
2 bath
12x 653 bdrm. 11
Good used 2 row Pay Pec with gas heat. Cable TV,
silage cutter. Call 753-8998 water, trash pickup, furafter 8 p.m.
nished. Coleman Real
Red Belly Ford tractor. Call Estate. 753-9898.
759-1187 after 5 p.m.
3 Bedroom, 2 full baths,
double wide mobile home.
Red Belly Ford tractor, good Really nice; on shady lot.
condition. Uses no oil. No indoor pets. 21
/
2 miles
$1400. Call 436-2261.
1
2 mile off
east of Murray, /
20. Sports
94. Furnished or unfurnished. Deposit, reEquipment. ferences, and lease. Will be
The Pistol People: Invest in vacant August 15th. Call
a feeling of security, largest 753-6911.
variety, lowest priced, no
Completely furnished 2
registration or red tape in bdrm. mobile home 21
/
2
Kentucky. Country Boy miles east of town. $110
Store, 9 miles west of per month, deposit. ColeHopkinsville junction KY man Real Estate. 753-9898.
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
Double wide 24x60, 3
12-5,(502)885-5914.
bdrm., 2 bath, spacious
22. Musical
living and dining area. Gas
appliances. New Concord
SHEET
area. 436-2676.
MUSIC
Two mobile homes, nice.
AU TIN MOT NITS Small, neat court. Couples
or single. $85-$95-month.
AS VIM AS ORDEN
753-8216 after 4.
OLDIES.
Open dolly tiN 7:00
29. Heating-Cooling

CLAYTON
753-7575
Aria classical guitar, in
case. Excellent condition.
Call Jackie Stubblefield,
753-5762.
For sale, Signet trombone
with earring case. Call
753-8695.

Air conditioner. 8000 BTU.
2 years old, Sears. Call
753-1261.
We repair and clean
air-conditioners. We also
buy used air-conditioners.
Dill's Electric, 753-9104.

30. Business Rental

23. Externsinatinit
32. Apts. For Rent

24. Miscellaneous
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Pex's Worm Farm,
Rt. 6, cox 325 (lrvan Cobb
Rd.), Murray, KY 42011.
Phone 436-5894.

2 Bdrm. apart. furnished or
unf urn. New carpet. Adults,
no pets. Lease and deposit
required. Call 753-9208 af.
4 p.m.
2 Bedroom duplex, central
heat/air, in Northwood
Subdivision. $250 month.
Call 753-8146 or 753-2437.
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109, or 436-2844.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. Low utilities.
Call 753-3949.

b.

1$110 Warp lame
Norm,Keetesky 421/71
502-7534414

•

Member: Kentucky Pest Control
Assn., National Pet Control Assn.
Serving West Kentucky for over 25
years. Now offering our services in
'Murray and Calloway County.
Our trained courteous professionals
are waiting(to _take. care.of.any of
your industrial,commercial or
residential pest control needs.
FREE ESTIMATES AND INSPECTION.
Cal day or night 758-0414

43. Reel Estate

lit
753-1222
MOWS MR MEG

JUST COMPLETED
And ready for a new
Three
owner.
bedrooms, great
room, three full
baths, very attractive kitchen, large
utility room and two
car garage. Located
in new development
adjacent
to
Gatesborough. Immediate possession
and priced in the
$60's. Phone 753-1222
Kopperud Realty,for
all the information.

47. Motorgcles

ealnifistate

53. SerfiCEIS Offered 53. WEBS Offered

GENERAL HOME REPAIR Heating, refrigeration, and
15 years experience carpen- electrical repair Bob's
try, concrete, plumbing, Refrigeration Service.
roofing
siding
things Hazel. KY, 498-8370 or
48. Auto. Services
around the home Free 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
IMPORT AUTO SALVAGE. estimates' No job too small
Hedge,
Datum, VW, Honda, Fiat, Call days 474-2359, 474. Lawn • Service
prune,
tree.
Free
estimate
Capri, Toyota, Buick, Audi, 2276 evenings
Call 436-2997
Mazda, Chevy Lin Motors, K & K
Stump
Removal.
Do
transmissions. Repair and
you need stumps removed Johnson's Electric Comsave. 474-2325.
' Strout Realty
from
your yard or land mercial and residential
lot L. KINNOP4.Mole*
49.
Used
Cars
cleared of stumps? We can wiring, gas installed and
11112 Coakaabev Rd
repairing 753-7203.
Moony,lideRadly 42071
1966 Chevrolet automatic, remove stumps up to 24"
Call 75)4118(asytlame
factory air, radio Family below the ground, leaving Carpet Cleaning Clean,
owned since new. $600 only sawdust and chips odor free carpet, looks
Call for free estimate, Bob better and lasts longer.
Call 753-7190
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob Don't settle for surface
BARGAINS
cleaning Insist on steam
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319
Lake front cottage.
MITCHELL BLACK TOPPING cleaning and get all the
ARS PARTS
Four rooms and bath.
Commercial and residen- dirt Call Jeff's Carpet
us S. 415 St.,
tial Also patching sealing Cleaning Experienced re
Located on main lake,
*envy,Iltesiesky
striping For estimates liable 753-9826
and
deep water.
Batteries, tires,
Need work on your trees?
call 753-1537
Also
wheel coven, sid•
Three bedroom home,
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS Topping pruning. shaping.
seafood's. 24 how
underpinning, roof's sealed. complete removal and
carport and garage
towbs. Abe a sm.
patio awnings, and house more Call BOYER'S TREE
located 10 miles
piste Has 4 end
type roofs for mobile SERVICE for professional
west, with or without
sae parts.
homes. 753-1873. Jack tree care, 753-8536
acreage. Make Offer.
7534150
Glover.
Professional Painting and
Paper Hanging by the hour
753-19111
InMOBILE
HOME
REPAIR.
1975 Cordova, a/c,
or job. Free Estimates, 25
•
t4I
AM/FM, elec. seats. Call stalling tie downs, under- yrs experience. All work
pinning,
roofing,
installing
753-4530.
doors and windows. Also guaranteed. Call 759-1305
& PROPIIITT MANAGEMENT
1915 Triumph Spitfire
build porches and patios. after 5 p.m.
Nice condition $2700 Call 753-6973. Free
44. Lots For Sale
753-8425
estimates! No job too
Lake BarkleY' 2 nice level 1916 Mercury Monarch small!
lakeview lots in Barkley Ghia, mint condition. APPLIANCE SERVICE:
Shores. $2500 each. Con- Loaded with options, auto- Kenmore,
Whirlpool,
tract sale available at 12% matic windows and seats, Westinghouse. Experienced
over 3 years. Call 1-924- leather seats, FM stereo, independent service. Bobby
extra interior and exterior Hopper, 753-4872.
5506.
trim.
$2895. Call Bill
One lot for sale, 140 ft x
Air-conditioners, dryers, Professional paperhanging,
140 ft Close to Kentucky Kopperud at 753-1222.
washers. and freezers painting, farm buildings.
Lake. Call 753-8810
repaired. Call 759-1322.
top, sides. Commercial or
R SALE
Two acres on Irvin Cobb Rd.
All of your plumbing and residential. Call Tremon
1974 Pontiac Bon753-0840.
ait-conditioning needs. Also Farris, 759-1987.
eville,
70,000
do carpentry, painting.. Warning! Don't read this
iles.
Good for par45. Farms For Sale
roofing, and concrete. All unless you're in need of
$575 or best ofwork done to satisfaction. roofing, carpentry, or elec171
/
2 acre farm, good for
er. Call 753-3058
753-9822.
small livestock; 3 bedroom
trical work. New or repair.
ore 9 a.m.
home, 1200 sq. ft.;
Asphalt driveways and All guaranteed. Call Joe,
outbuildings, good well,
parking lots sealed by 753-9226 for free estimate.
small tobacco base. Re- 1977 Grand Prix, extra Sears. For free estimates
nice.
Wet basement? We make
$3350.
759-1589.
duced to sell at $22,500.
call 753-2310
wet basements dry, work
753-2418.
1979 Mazda RX-7 Call
Concrete and block, brick completely guarenteed. Call
46:Homes For Sale 753-6470 after 5 P.M.
work. Basements, drive- or write Morgan Construc2 Bedroom home, newly 78 MGB, 24,000 miles. ways, storm cellars, por- tion Co., Route 2, Box
ches. 20 years experience. 409A, Paducah, KY 42001,
remodeled. New stove, $3800. 753-5744
or call day or night,
753-5476.
refrigerator. new gas, heaIINOTICEII
ter. Low teens. Call
Dale Spenser's portable 1-442-7026.
753-0861.
sand blasting and painting. Best lawn mowing ever!
ya Is,. a wreck sad
Call 753-5198 or 753-6626. City lots $5.75, trimmed.
Brick home, 3 bdrm., on 3
large lots, 30x40 garage. mod a weds also
Fence sales at Sears now. 753-3058 before 9 am.
Located 6 mi. West of maul Se arsoses is
Call Sears, 753-2310 for Will alter women's clothes
Murray on 94. Call 435- dap OM vai veir‘
free estimate for your Call 753-9316
4490.
needs.
For that new look on your Will haul driveway white
Brick house in Coldwater, PARISI. TORII
furniture, autos, vans, rock and Ag lime, also have
3 bedroom, 2 bath, living =SO= SWUM
boats, and campers, please any type of brown or white
room and den, 2 car garage.
call
Wayside Upholstery. We pea gravel. Also do backhof
on large lot. $49,900. Call DM 153-5213, Nights 751
appreciate your business. work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-2493 or 489-2145.
1133 21 les sinks.
Call753-5361 or 753-6488 753-4545 or 753-6763.
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive
Guttering by Sears. Sears Will sharpen hand saws and
BV with 1400 plus sq. ft. For sale: 1969 Oldsmobile continuous gutters installed skill saws 753-4656
living area, fully carpeted, 3 Vista Cruiser station wagon. per your specifications. Call
bedrooms, built-in kitchen Three seater, good condi- Sears 753-2310 for free 56. Free Column
and family room combina- tion, runs good, has been estimate.
Free kittens 753-8827
tion, living room, utility, family car-Must sell. Only
one large bath. lots of $275. Call 767-4793.
storage. Low $40's. Call
of those deals. 1915
753-9818. Must see to 3ne
Charger. power steering,
225 L. P. Mills.' St.(Acme how Csaiimmity Center)
appreciate.
power brakes, air conSpecializing in Senior Citizens
For sale by owner, six room ditioned, $1,300. Call
brick house. 2 bedrooms, 153-3716.
Open Hours
if
garage, on corner lot,
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
78x187'. In quiet re1979 CNEVETTE
sidential neighborhood.
8-12 753-3685 it,
four deer
Walking distance to shopFor
Appointment
toed,ea owner
ping center. Call 753-1276.
EXCEI/ADIT STT'E FOR
YOUR NEW HOKE - No.
us - 25 ACRES WL. Probas r011in5 Urrain
with II acres tillable, balance
wooded. Creek for water. On
improved road for 1i00 it,
bali mile to pavement, 4
miles to town. 118.150 puts
your name on the deed.
Good investment'

2 Bedroom unfurnished
house, $185 a month plus
deposit. Call 753-3293.
Appraisal; - Caw
cuing. Management
2 Bedroom house on 12th.
and Sales.
$200 a month. Call
753-8146 or 753-2437.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
3 Bedroom brick home with
HOP,SKIP & JUMP
75348111
large stock barn. $250 per
To the shopping
month, available now. Call
areas from this very
436-2166.
"Open House" everybody
convenient location
3 Bedroom brick house, welcome, Thursday, July
This is a very special
fireplace, redwood deck, 23rd, 3:00 to 5:30 at 903
3
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath
and dishwasher. Lynnwood Vine Street. Showing good
home
with
extra
per
month.
Estates. $250
two bedroom house near
closets.
New
large
Call
753-1222 or Hospital. Only $18,900.
carpet
in
living
room
1-405-321-8901.
C.O. Bondurant Realty,
and hall and new
Comfortable house con- 753-3460.
vinyl in kitchen. A
veniently located to campus
e very well built home.
and downtown. Available
Owner is leaving
soon for year lease. Call
&
town,
make an offer.
753-0908 after 5 p.m.
Price reduced to
Lake view home in woods.
$43,500. Contact Kop753-1222
Stove, refrigerator, d/w,
perud Realty in the
mines FOR UVW1G
cental air/heat, wood stove,
White
House
w/d hookup. 2 br., 2 bath,
FIVE BEDROOM
Building,711 Main.
extra fam. room, large
HOME
garage/work
area.
Located on a tree
$250/mo. Available imOWNER FINANCED AND
shaded lot near the
med. 436-2451, owner.
ASSUMABLE LOAN. Now
old city park. This
Two-story, 4 bedroom, 2
you can afford to buy at a
remodeled
older
low interest rate this 3
bath home with full
home offers comforbedroom brick house on
basement. 207 S. 12th.
table, economical
lovely lot. Save on utilities
$350 per moik. Refamily
living.
with insulation to NA stanferences and deposit. Call
Fireplace in the livBetty at 753-3882, days, or
dards. Priced low to sell
ing room,formal din753-5643, nights.
quickly. Call Spann Realty
ing room,central gas
Associates. 753-7724.
36. For Rent Or
heat, and full basement are a few of the
For Lease
features of this
Building lot, 1%
roomy home.Offered
acres. Reduced for
through Kopperud
quick sale. Owner
Realty,753-1222.
leaving town.
Urea Waldrop
OUR PRIDE,YOUR
Bed Wage
JOY
Moab afro
Home and 75 acres
Cow
just short distance
75,41.7
from town. Modern
three bedroom, two
Horse County- 10 acres or
bath home, fireplace
park your mobile home and
with new insert with
enjoy this country setting.
blower, several outAcreage completely fenced,
buildings, and 65
well and septic inacres of very produccluded...convenient locaFor Lease: 2 Bdrm duplex tive land. Owner
tion between Mayfield and
apartments. Central heat/- financing available
Murray. Take a look today.
air, carpets. Man and wife,
• qualified buyer.
Offer by CENTURY 21,
or lady teacher. Call
Phone any member
Loretta Jobs, Realtors...753492-8850, or 753-8067.
•f the Kopperud
1492.
37. Livestock lty Home Team
Supplies or all the informaon. 753-1222.
Milk cow for sale.
I
759-1789.
Hemmed In? The open
38. Pets-Supplies
spaciousness of this one
753-1222
AKC Boxer puppey Male. floor plan makes the kitHOME'S FOR LIVII1S
chen, dining area, and livCall 753-0347.
ing room practically one
AY'S
AKC Dachshund puppy. huge
room with beamed
CHARM WITH TO$75. 498-8397.
cathedral ceiling and inDAY'S CONVEAKC Pomeranians, 6 wk old direct lighting. The 3
NIENCES
Furnished 4 room house for
puppies. Excellent blood bedrooms are in a quiet
A lovely well-kept
sale, with front porch; 5
lines, beautiful color. Stud separate wing. Add 1 and
older home on a coracres of ground-4 of these
service- Pomeranians,
baths. This home has an
ner lot. House has 3
in woods, good timber.
Yorkshires, Shih-tzu, and assumable loan...priced in
bedrooms, formal
$10,000. Small amount
Schnauzers. 901-247-5194. the low 40's. Call 753dining room,sun pordown, monthly payments.
Dog obedience classes are 1492...Offered by Century
ch, 2 baths and a f
East of Almo. 753-6791.
21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
fun for you and your dog. A
basement. Large liv
New house in Canterbury
sport all ages can enjoy.
ing room wit
Estates.
Owner will finance
Discover the thrill of
fireplace and gas
at 13% with 25% down.
knowing how your dog
logs. Modern kit753-3672.
really communicates. 436chen. All this plus
2858.
large 4 bedroom
New
bedroom
nice two
MIR
home, planned for conFor sale, Bassett Hounds
garage apartment o
BO
venient family living. All
Call 527-1015
the back of the lot f
REAL ESTATE
extras, very nice! Call
income
t
potential
753-$080
39. Poultry-Supplies
753-3903.
help fight inflation.
For sale 40 young hens
"Professional Services
Nice 2 bedroom small
7
Phone
Mid $60's.
With The Friendly Touch"
ready to lay. 436-2745
house. Has new well and
1222, Kopperud Real
INVESTMENT
pump, air-conditioning,
41. Pubic Sale
ty.
PERFECT
refrigerator,
stove. Nice lot,
Three party Yard Sale, 509
1909
Westwood,
quiet neighborhood. 4
PRICE JUST
Chestnut. Thursday and
almost new duplex,
miles West. $16,600.
REDUCED
Friday, July 23 and 24, 7
cedar siding, each
$1000 down, balance $165
am till 5 pm.
Charming cottage on
/
2%. Call
side features 2 Br.s,
a month, 111
a quiet street. House
43. Real Estate
489-2595.
living room,kitchen,
has new wiring and a
bath, well to wall
47. Motorcycles
new gas furnance in
eifilieting;--ipyears.
five
past
the
1975 Honda 750 cc, 4
pliances, city water
Owner is moving out
cylinder. Call 753-7442.
and sewer. Each side
of town and would
1976 Honda 550, 4 cyl.,
rents for $225. See
like and offer. Mid
electric start, turn signals,
this one soon. In 50's.
's. Phone 753-1=
crash bar, sissy bar, manual
opperud Realty f
cruise control. Excellent
do
going
to
you
hat are
al service in Real
condition. $1250. WI
OyVNER
LEF
tomorrow? How about let759-1465.
8 T A T
ting us show you a picture
Close in- 3 Br. hone,
pretty double wide mobile
newly decorated
/
2 miles east of
home, located off 121
1,639 acre Tennessee farm 31
carpeted, e1ectr
South, approximately 10
Hazel, Kentucky, with about 1,000 acres in
beat, (over 1700 sq.
miles from Murray. A gently
cultivation and balance in good growing timber. slopping yard that is shadof living area),
Has fine 3 bedroom home and other imed to perfection. A
situated on a 2 a
provements. May be subdivided.
'beautiful setting for this 3
wooded lot, large livbedroom Rome. Has
ing rouiii, catuicry
Cishwashc, vats/Oyer
kitehen, convene.,..":4
hookup, and its own outto
shopping,
side storage. Priced at
restaurants, Fisher
1011 Perlis-PAL Om SIM
$17,750. It's worth your
Price. N
Oise OROSIRIS1
Spann
Call
at.
look
time to
Plows
0111141,111
Realty Associates, 7537724.

lit

310

CARIPERTER REAL
ESTATE CO. "

4

1980 Yamaha 400 special
Call 753-4682 Ask for
Jerry

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

PURDOM
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
1406 W. Mae
753-5315

51. Campers
Camper top, walk in door,
long wheel base. 489-2510.

52. Boats and
Boat Motors
15 ft. Hide Craft boat and
trailer with 100 h.p.
Johnson motor trihule, with
a walk thru windshield.
$1700. 489-2729.
1978 Manaray 21' let boat
436-5356
21' Sailboat motor and
trailer. Call 247-6818 or
247-6634
Fishing boat motor and
trolling motor. $290. Call
436-2261.
For sale Bass tracker, fully
rigged 474-2765.

53. Services Offered
AM CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc
Reasonable 436-2566
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim
Aluminum trim for brick
hawses. Jack Glover, 753
1873.
Aluminum Service ,Co',
aluminum
and vinyl.
siding, custom trim
work References Call
V611 Ed Bailey, 7530689.

arti
...You Probably Paid
Too Muth!
Mon...Sm. Chef Salad
Tue...Reuben Sand.
Wed...Co. Ham Sand. Thur...Clipper Sand
Fri...Boston Hbr. Sand

$169
$1.89
$2.25
$1.89
$1 99

Al Sandwiches Wilk Choke Of Fries Or Our
Own Boston Baked Bean
•
Catdi The Absolutely Biggest Breakfast Special
hi Town...0ely $UE Om Weekdays Till A.N.
•
tied lee,Iveed Soviet And itald Amine
Valle Are Sil Style-Al Tbe

BOSTON TEA PARTY
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Grandson Murray
Couple Dies In
Auto Accident
Word has been received of
the death of Michael Overby,
18, who was killed in a car
accident in Davis, Cal., on
Tuesday,July 14.
He is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Curtis Overby of
308 North Sixth Street, Murray,and was the son of Francis Overby,deceased.
Survivors are his mother
and stepfather, Robbie and
Ian Stewart, and brother,
Kevin Overby,all of Nairobi,
Kenya, Africa; his grandparents, and several uncles
and aunts in this area.
Funeral services will be
held Friday, July 24, in
Davis, Cal., when his mother
and family will arrive from
Nairobi.

McMillen Attends
Jaycee Training-At
Raymond Edwards' Mrs. Franklin Dies University Of Tulsa
TULSA, Okla. — Jamey
Monday; Mother Of McMillen,
Funeral Will Be
a member of the
Murray-Calloway County
Held At Chapel • Mrs. Glenn Doran Jaycees, was here last week
Services for Raymond Edwards of 1111 Main Street,
Murray, will be held
Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating. The music will be
by the choir of the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church with
Darrell Gibson as leader and
Lucy Forrest as organist.
Pallbearers will be Lester
Workman,Everette Nanney,
Rudy Bucy, Joe Pat Ward,
Thomas Bell, and Keith
Ford. Burial will follow in
the Old Salem Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home where masonic
rites will be conducted
tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Lampkins

Mr. Edwards,67, died Sunday at 9:15 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Final rites for Mrs. Otis
(Ruby) Lampkins of Hazel. He is survived by his wife,
Route 1 were held Monday at Mrs. Janie Hendrick Ed3:30 p.m. at the chapel of the wards; three daughters —
Miller Funeral Home,Hazel, Mrs. Darrell Lockhart,
with the Rev. Randolph Nashville, N. C., Mrs. H. L.
Allen officiating and Mrs. Ford, Murray Route 7, and
Oneida White as pianist and Mrs. Carl Garland, New
Concord; two sons, Donald
soloist.
Pallbearers were Paul K. Edwards, Murray, and
Dunn, Denzil, Montell, and Ronald J. Edwards,
Gerald Paschall, Jimmy Winston, Oreg.; one sister,
Underwood, and R9bert Mrs. Everette (Rudean)
Wade. Burial was in the Oak Nanney, Murray; one
brother, J. R. Edwards,
Grove Cemetery.
Evansville,
Ind.; 10 'grandMrs Lampkins. 68: died
Saturday at the Long Term children.
Care Unit of the Marshall
Two children, Betty Mae
County Hospital,Benton.
and Billy Ray Edwards,
She is survived by her hus- preceded their father in
band; one daughter, Mrs. death.
Shirley Mae Peterson; four
sons — Jimmy, Earl,
Willman, and Lloyd Ray
Lampkins; five sisters, two
brothers, and 17 grandchildren.

Clifton Emerson's
Services Planned
Here Wednesday

The funeral for Clifton B.
Emerson of 407 North Third
Street, Murray, will be held
Wednesday at 3 p.m. at the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Heyward Roberts
Funeral services for officiating and Mrs. Olivene
Robert Steele of Murray Erwin as organist.
Route 6 will be held WednesPallbearers will be Dee
day at 10:30 a.m. at the Eldridge, Jackie Brandon,
chapel of the Blalock- George Weeks, J. B. Bell,
Coleman Funeral Home with Jimmy Bell, and Gary
John Dale officiating. The Emerson. Burial will follow
song service will be by in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
singers from the Seventh
Friends may call at the
and Poplar Church of Christ funeral home after 4 p.m. towith Ernie Rob Bailey as day (Tuesday).
leader.
Mr. Emerson,57, died SunBurial will follow in the
day
at his home. He operated
Rattaree Cemetery.
Moving and
Emerson
Friends may call at the
many years.
Storage
for
funeral home.
1923, in
Aug.
22,
Born
Mr.Steele, 75, died Sunday
at 12:30 p.m. at the Murray- Calloway County, he was.the
son of Willie B. Emerson,
Calloway County Hospital.
Odessa
He is survived by his wife, who survives, and
who
-died
Emerson
Thornton
Mrs. Maud Jewell Steele;
1972.
11,
May
step daughter, Mrs. Thomas
Alderson, Frazier, Mich.;
He is survived by his
step son, Dale fielder, father, Willie B. Emerson,
Romeo, Mich.; two sisters, one daughter, Mrs. Morgan
Mrs. Herman C Lassiter, (Margaret) Garner, and one
Murray, and Mrs. Helen son, David Emerson, all of
Ferguson, Highland Park, Murray Route 2; two
Mich.; five step grand- brothers, Rupert and Joe Ed
children; six step great Emerson, Murray; two
grandchildren.
grandchildren.

Robert Steele's
Funeral Service
To Be Wednesday

1

Mil IT'S COMING
CORN AUSTIN'S
FINAL MARK DOWN
Closed Wednesday Preparing For
Sale Starting Thersday
July 23rd 9:00 a.m.
UNBELIEVABLE LOW PRICES!
(TM 0"1"Ta raorra mn.
.
uE1b•ITTT1T11114

lots of new silk flowers, all kinds
and colors of arrangements already
made or will make to order,
decorator baskets, lush and lovelyreal house plants.
Full Service Florist For
Weddings di Funerals
_

Mon.-Sot. 8-5 p.m.

753-9514
.v"CillrIrwareflrlifirbyniTTS CS alen V'
41,

•• Continued From Page 1)

the interests of rural people better
than others might have."
Parker noted her past legal decisions seem to be a lot like" Justice
Potter Stewart, whose retirement
gave Reagan the opportunity for a
nomination.
"I think it's time a woman is appointed to the court," commonwealth's attorney Ron
Cliristopher said."From all I've read,
the president has done a good job in
making his selection."
The president of the Calloway County Bar Association, Gary Haverstock,
said, "It is my opinion that a woman
Supreme Court justice is something
we've needed for several years. It
seems to be an appropriate time to
make the appointment."

Only two of those questioned alluded to Mrs. O'Coruter's record in the
Arizona legislature supporting abortion and the proposed Equal Rights
Amendment to the Constitution.
Although Mrs. O'Conner has not
stated her views on either topic since
her nomination, she has come under
fire from leaders of conservative
groups such as the Moral Majority
and the Conservative Caucus for her
past stance on those issues.
David Buckingham, assistant county attorney and candidate for district
judge in the November General Election, said,"I don't think the fact Mrs.
O'Conner is a woman will have any
significance on any issue she will
face, such as abortion or women's
rights.

Choir, Orchestra To
Present Concert Here
The 95-voice sanctuary
choir and an accompanying
42-piece orchestra from the
First Baptist Church in
Paducah will present the second of three patriotic concerts Sunday, July 27, at the
First Baptist Church in Murray, beginning at 7 p.m.
Featured will be the choir
and orchestra's presentation
of Randall Thoinpson's "The
Testament of Freedom," a
setting of four passages from
the writings of Thomas Jefferson — the first a surnmary view of the rights of
British America (1774), the
second and third from his

Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
11 am., CIA% today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
Corp.,of Murray,are as follows brkistrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor

-1 90
X% -1
3% unc
35% +
54% +
fl% uric
21% 14 -kt
27% At
ta -14
26 At
23%

MIX
Mee
K-mart
Kohn's Big K
Portrait
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S Tobacco
Vfeady's
CEF Fund

X -%
31% anc
mu +44
W4B31144A
If% vac
3% -/
3
4
V% -44
33% +44
43% -44
X% Ali
17.7$

C
hO
wi
r
s
reCtion
y $ Si
ted

Declaration of Causes and
Necessity of Taking up Arms
(July 6, 1775), and the fourth
from a letter to John Adams
and written at Monticello
Sept. 12,1821.
The two groups also will
jointly present Randolph
Currie's "God of Our
Fathers" and the "Battle
Hymn of The Republic" by
Peter J. Wilhousky.
In addition, the orchestra,
under the direction of
Douglas Van Fleet, will play
"America the Beautiful,"
and the choir, under the
direction of Donn Wisdom,
the minister of music at the
church, will present "In God
We Trust."
The two groups first
presented the concert July 5,
at their home church. Their
third concert is scheduled
for August 2 as a featured attraction for the Paducah
Summer Festival.
"We are highly honored
and indeed privileged to
have these two groups from
our neighboring church present this outstanding program in Murray," said
Wayne Halley, minister of
music at the Murray church,
"and a cordial invitation is
extended to everyone in the
city and county who would
like to see and hear it to do so
next Sunday night."

atio.ns

hi M..day's edition thr
Murray Ledger and Times the as wispy reports
stated that Conde B. Warms died teen a gaashipt
'mud UAW...
-..airoboudd have said that
James Terry MIN= died from the gunshot wound.
The Ledger and Times staff apologises for the error.
The Witarrao ledger & rotes ides to corrowl promptly any errors lo
fact or clarify any atidatoding lostorosation appearing leases'. Midas.
That is the porpowe of WI canon& To toped an arm Id mead kw
dadlkatio. pioase call 733-111111.

"Certainly it was time a woman
was appointed to serve on the
Supreme Court," Buckingham continued. "From what I've read, her
views on the legal issues are pretty
much in line with the conservative
philosophies of the president."
"If Mrs. O'Conner is pro-abortion
and pro-ERA, then I'm against her,"
said Mike Ward, Benton lawyer who
won the Democratic nomination for
commonwealth's attorney for
Calloway and Marshall counties in the
May Primary.
"I am very much in favor of •a
woman being appointed to the court,
Ward said. "And I am not opposed to
equal rights for women — just some of
the things that are included in the
amendment."

Postal

.
••(Continued From Page 1)

returned to the bargaining table.
When the wage proposal was
presented, we noticed there was a
serious inconsistency with what we
had agreed to" orally.
The union leaders refused to
elaborate on the discrepancy, but
Biller said, "We don't view it as a
misunderstanding."
The unions had said the agreement
would continue unlimited cost-ofliving protection and provide base pay
raises of 8750 per worker4he first year
and $600 in each of the next two years.

Lundren. 19 of Pitea; Miss
Brazil Adriana Olveira, 20,
of Rio de Janeiro; and Miss
Belgium Dominique . Van
Eeckhoudt,20, of Brusselzi."
The 12 Judges for the contest, including Brazilian soccer star Pele, fashion
photographer Francesco
Scavullo and actor Lee Majors, judged the beauties
throughout the week in three
ways — swimsuit competition, evening gown competition and personal interviews.
Early in the evening they
narrowed the field to 12
semifinalists. Besides the
five finalists, they included
contestants from Holland,
Ecuador, New Zealand, Norway, Germany, Tahiti and
the United States. Miss
U.S.A. is Kim Seelbrede, a
20-year-old model from Germantown,Ohio.
The Venezuelan ambassador to the United
States, Alberto Martini Urdaneta, who came on stage
after Miss Venezuela won
her title, said, "It is a very
happy day for all the country
and for all the people. All of
Venezuela is with her." He
noted that it was the second
Miss Venezuela to be chosen
Miss Universe in three
years.
Asked what she hoped to
accomplish in her year as
Miss Universe, she
answered through an interpreter, "to give everything
that's in me for the peace of
the world."

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
July 21, 1961
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts; Act. XI Est. 560 Barrows &
Gilts mostly .50 lower Sows steady to
.50 loner some $1.00 lower
US 1-2 210-240 lb..
$50.50-51.00
US 1-2 300410 lbs.
549.50-50.50
US 2210-390 lb.
$50.0030.50
US 2-3 250-270 lbs •
$49.00-50.00
US 3-4 250-270 lb..
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
540.00-41.00
US 1-3300-460 lb.,
140.00-42.00
US 1-3490-600 lb.,
142.00-45.00
US 1-3500-650 lb..
545.00-46.50
US 24 300-500 lb..
139.00-40.00
Boars 35.00-37.50

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky (API — USDA —
Cattle 1600, slaughter steers and
heifers steady, cows 1.00-2.00 higher;
bulls steady . slaughter calves and
vealers untested; feeder steers 2.00
lower; feeder heifers 1.00-3.00 lower;
Slaughter steers mixed good and
choice 1115-1230 lb 61.5042.00; good
111141136 lb 50.91154.90;
Slaughter heifers good 730-825 lb
$4.50;
Slaughter cows commercial 42.9045.00; utility 42.00-46.00; high dressing
411.264100; cutter 39.50-42.00; canner
and cutter under 100lb 34.1S-39 75;
Slaughter balls 1-21111041193 lb 50.011
56.50; 11110-1401 lb 4111040.00; feeder
steers 275-35 lb *311650; 400.540 lb
00.54141.41111; MOS lb X 0046.00; 600700lb 57.041.1111; 7104125lb 51,00-511.00;
1125475 lb 94.10411160-, 1-2 300-600 lb
55,110011.110; 2111-7110 lb 54.0040.00; 300510 lb 61.111141.101; 50-390 lb 51.00-65.04,
hobnails, MAN lb 45.60-52.00; 500.700
lb 44.041.40; III lb holstein, 43.00;
7164/6 lb 43.110-46.110; heifers 3111400 lb
611.11041.110; 131-150 lb 51.11644.71; 300535 lb42.114010;510-11111 lb 41.•
4 61Ak
lisp Mt burro** and gilts 5045
tower; 1-2 11/42411 lb 61.41041.111; 23114110
lb 21.11141.311; 11-3 211.74 lb 111.111.11.00;
M421 lb 47.1111411.1111; 130-4115 lb 441.11.
4435; tows LW bike; 1-2 2110.3511 lb
41100 te,,noisa lb 42.1043.20; 431.
4141b41.11/44111; *415154435-4.so;
501110154510-47.30; boars over 300 lb
41.7641.10; under SU lb37.111-0111;
glow 10, steady; slaughter lambs
dodos 71,419 lb 1111.011; alseghter ewes
cull le good 10.10111.10; aged daughter
becks 11.01; feeders choice IS It native
boonballita; goad 56 lb XI 00

Washington hotel suite.
Despite strike threats, the Postal
Service reported attendance today
was normal at most post offices for
predawn shifts and higher than normal at some facilities.
The Postal Service said the public
could expect "business as usual" at
the nation's post offices in the event of
a strike. A contingency plan included
suspending the Postal Service
monopoly to let private companies
deliver letters and calling out more
than 100,000 military personnel, including national guardsmen and
reservists,to sort mail.
A typical postal worker now makes
$23,300 a year, including fringe
benefits.
The Postal Service said the two
unions' initial proposal for a 14.7 percent annual increase in wages, a costof-living adjustment, a 35-hour
workweek and a 10th holiday would
have driven the cost of a first-class
stamp to 45 cents by 1984.
Management said its offer, for an
average 5 percent cost-of-living raise
in each of the next three years but a
freeze on base pay, would cause
postal rates logo up 3 cents by 1982.
The unions insisted that mail rates
would go up no faster than inflation _
under their package.

It also would prohibit any employee
from being forced to work more than
10 hours a day for five consecutive
days,the unions said.
First word of the collapse came
from federal mediator Nicholas
Fidandis, who emerged from the
bargaining room to tell reporters
waiting for the formal announcement
of a settlement:
"There's no agreement here. I've
still got people in there talking."
Postmaster General William F.
Bolger told reporters at mid-morning,
"We had a misunderstanding; I don't
want to go into details.
"The mail is being delivered; people are working; and isn't that good
news," he added.
The conflicting reports of a settlement followed a pattern that has
characterized the negotiations since
they began in earnest June 16. As late
as Monday, Postal Service officials.
reported progress at the same time
the union leaders were declaring that
no single issue had been.resolved and
were threatening a nationwide strike.
The old contract had been extended
on an hour-to-hour basis as negotiations continued in a downtown
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to participate in The United
States Jaycees' national officer training college at the
University of Tulsa.
McMillen attended the college to learn the latest
management methods and
techniques to aid him in
assisting in the growth and
development of the 10
Jaycees chapters for which
he is responsible as regional
director for the Kentucky
Jaycees.
The 1,000 Jaycee leaders
from across the nation who
attended the college heard
an address by Bill Potter,
Jaycees International Director of Program Development. Also addressing the
group was Tom Besozzi, past
president of the Ohio
Jaycees, and J. Terryl
Bechtol, a past national
president of the U. S.
Jaycees.
The United States Jaycees
is a leadership training
organization with approximately 300,000 members in
Funeral services for Mrs.
some 7,500 local chapters in
Bob (Alma) Williams of
Hazel Route 2 are being held all 50 states and the District
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of Columbia. The organizaof the Blalock-Coleman tion is headquartered in
Funeral Home with John Tulsa.
Dale officiating. The song
service is by singers from
the New Providence Church
of Christ with Bobby C. Stubblefield as leader.
Serving as pallbearers are
NEW YORK (AP) — Irene
Brent, John, and Speight Saez Conde had watched the
Williams, Wayne Turner, Miss Universe pageant since
Charles Wilson, and James she was a child, and she had
Alton. Burial will follow in always dreamed of being
the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
named the most beautiful
Mrs. Williams, 77, died woman in the world.
Sunday at 5:10 p.m. at her
Miss Conde's dream came
home.
true Monday night when, as
She is survived by her hus- Miss Venezuela, she was
band, Bob Williams; two crowned Miss Universe 1981.
daughters, Mrs. Frank
The 19-year-old civilAsberry, Detroit, Mich., and engineering student from
Mrs. Roger Hillenburg, In- Caracas said the first thing
dianapolis, Ind.; seven sons she did when she learned she
— Robert Laverne, Detroit, had won the pageant was to
Mich., Jesse Randal, thank God. Miss Conde won
Warren more than $100,000 in cash
Slaughters,
Franklin, Mi.soula, Mont., and prizes along with her tiBilly Gene, Billings, Mont., tle, including a Mazda RX-7
Ralph Holland, Rt. 1, automobile, a sport boat,
Puryear, Tenn., and Phillip jewelry, a mink, a wardrobe
Paul and Rupert Hale and $20,000 cash.
Williams,Hazel Route 2.
Miss Venezuela was
Five surviving sisters are among 76 contestants. There
Mrs. Bill Thompson, Mur- had been 77, but Miss
ray, Mrs. Hugh Osbron, Mauritius got homesick and
Hazel Route 2, Mrs. Ray went home Sunday, accorSteele, Warren, Mich., Mrs. ding to Steve Solomon, a
Cecil Whitlatch, Pembroke, spokesman for the pageant.
and Mrs. Rubene Bradshaw,
The five runners-up were,
Mirmar, Fla. She had 27 in order, Miss Canada,
grandchildren and 11 great Dominique Dufour, 22, of
grandchildren.
Toronto; Miss Sweden, Eva
Mrs. J. H. (Pattie E.
Franklin, mother of Mrs. H.
Glenn ( Anne ) Doran of 108
North lath Street, Murray,
died Monday morning at her
home in Jonesboro, Ark.
She is survived by her husband, J. H. Franklin; one
daughter, Mrs. Doran; eight
grandchildren including
Harold Doran, Frank Doran,
Mrs. Pat Weatherly, and
Mrs. Mary Atkins, all of
Murray, and Mrs. Glenda
Sokegan of Weston, Conn.;
nine great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
First Baptist Church,
Jonesboro, Ark., with burial
to follow in a cemetery
there.
The Langford Funeral
Home of Jonesboro, Ark., is
in 4çharge of the arra ements.

Local.

Print Of Depot
To Be Unveiled Community
Tonight At Park Band To Give
A collector's print of the old freight
depot will be unveiled at 7tonight during ceremonies at the depot in the
Park Concert
Murray-Calloway County Part.

The Murray State University Summer Community Band will present its
second annual Concert-in-the-Park
Thursday, July 23, at the °lit-freight
depot building in the MurrayCalloway County Park.
Beginning at 7 p.m., it will feature
marches, concert pieces, novelty
numbers and music from Leonard
Bernstein's memorable score from
"West Side Story."
The 50-piece band includes college
and high school musicians as well as a
number of band directors and other
musiciansfrom the Purchase area.
Dr. Gerald L. Welker, director of
bands at Murray State University,
will conduct the program, which is
open to the public with no admission
charge.

Artist Joe Rigsby has donated the
work to the Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre for use in fundraising projects. Signed and
numbered copies will be on sale for
$25 and Rigsby will be on hand to sign
copies personally.
Unsigned copies will be sold for $15
and sale will continue until the supply
is exhausted, according to Community Theatre Funding Vice President
Pat Kiesow. The signed and
numbered prints are expected to be of
increasing value to collectors when all
copies are sold, Kiesow said.
A special copy will be presented to
the Community Theatre by Rigsby as
a memorial to the Theatre's late
president, Larry Bartlett. The public
is invited to attend free of charge.

Agca Trial Is
Expected To End
On Wednesday
ROME(AP) — The trial of
Mehmet All Agca for the
shooting of Pope John Paul
II is expected to end Wednesday following the Turkish
terrorist's admission that he
shot the pontiff and his
refusal to answer questions
in court.
Twenty-eight prosecution
witnesses testified after the
opening of the trial Monday
but shed no light on the
motives of the 23-year-old
gunman or for whom he
might have been acting.
Chief Judge Severino Santiapichi said the prosecution
would present its final
arguments today. The
defense was not expected to
call any witnesses, and the
judge said it would sum up
Wednesday. He said the jury
of four men and two women
was expected to reach a verdict Wednesday.
Both prosecution and
defense attorneys have
predicted Agoa will be
sentenced to life imprisonment, the maximum
aelltence he can get.

AUTHORS AT HOKE
NEW YORK (AP) —.-11#nry L. Mencken, Edgar
Allan Poe, May Sarton and
Maxine Kwnin all have one
thing in cormnon — they
often did their writing in at-

Final
Summer Clearance
Sale Starts 9 A.M. Wednesday
/
2

EE

SALE
Mon.-Sat. 9-6 Fri. 9-8

1'4 7he step padder
KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS

1978 Pontiac L.J.
Block, black vinyl roof, gold cloth interior, bucket
mats, power windows, power brakes, power steering,
air condition, power lock sotitt Jtheil, AM-FM-tops,
wire wheels. 1 7xxx miles. •

-/ $5977
753-2pw
6i7ada lartif t1174"11.
1 South, Murray
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